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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION AND EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION AND
EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

FIGURE 1

OSCOR-5000E WITH MDC-2100

This manual is provided for the operational control of the OSCOR – 5000E unit. It
contains background information and step-by-step instructions on how to perform the
OSCOR functions. It is arranged to learn the functions, and then to learn how to use the
functions together to perform a sweep.
The best method of becoming proficient with the OSCOR is to study the manual and
attend REI training courses. For information about these courses visit www.reiusa.net.
The manual for the OSCOR OPC software is provided in a separate document. It is
highly recommended that the OSCOR unit be understood before attempting to use the
OPC software.
This section of the manual provides an introduction to the OSCOR equipment. The main
operational functions are covered in later sections.
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OSCOR EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
This section provides an overview of the equipment and features of the OSCOR. It does
not cover OSCOR operation.
Main Panel

FIGURE 2
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OSCOR CONTROL PANEL
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Power/Mode – turns on the unit and toggles the Auto and Manual Modes.
Program Key – removable chip allows easy software upgrades.
Graphic LCD Display – Backlit display, 128 x 256 pixel, contrast-controllable.
Alarm Control - Used in Automatic Mode to alarm on detected threats.
Plotter Control - Prints current screen to printer
Audio Monitor - FILTER selects voice band filter (300 - 3000 Hz) to reduce monitored
noise. EXT allows listening to external sound source.
7. Audio Analysis - CORR activates acoustic correlator for audio pattern matching.
SPECT displays real time audio wave shapes for analysis.
8. Store/Recall - stores signal data, and RF spectrum window data.
9. Rotary Dial - allows precise frequency selection and selection of some menu items.
10. Expand/Narrow - expands or narrows displayed frequency span.
11. Sweep/Analyze - allows instant jump between receiver’s spectrum graphic display
and demodulated signal analysis.
12. Seek/Limits - seeks to next signal.
13. Down/Up - changes screen to a higher or lower frequency span, or tunes sub-carrier
demodulator.
14. Power Input - IEC-320 international power cord compatible, 115/230 VAC (switch
selectable), 50/60 Hz or external 12-18 VDC input.
15. Control/RF Cables - connects main unit and antenna array. VLF/MF provides input
for 10 kHz to 5 MHz; HF/UHF provides input for 5 MHz to 3 GHz.
16. Video Output - provides standard video signal for monitors.
17. Serial Communications - USB Computer Interface for use with OPC software.
18. Expansion Module Port - supports OTL (OSCOR Triangulate and Locate option) and
the OSCOR Microwave Downconverter MDC-2100.
19. OEP-2100 – Included with and required for the operation of the Microwave
Downconverter MDC-2100
20. Recorder Output - provides line level audio for recording.
21. OIF – Intermediate Frequency Output provides an IF output of 10.7 MHz for detailed
signal analysis
22. External Speaker - Auxiliary speaker output. Rated for 8 ohms, 3 watts.
23. Reference Microphone - Provides room audio input for correlate function. EXT REF
input jack allows external audio input.
24. Volume/Squelch - controls audio volume and squelch level of received signals.
25. Internal Speaker - 3" x 5" optimized for voice band reception
26. Printer Access – access to 2-inch thermal paper for printer.
Features not shown:
Rechargeable built-in battery - provides 2-5 hours operation per charge. Built-in
automatic recharging system.
Audio Automatic Gain Control - continuously adjusts audio to optimum levels.
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High Performance Receiver - sensitive quad conversion receiver controlled by three
phase-locked loop synthesizers. Frequency range 10 kHz - 3 GHz (21 GHz is
optional). Multiple IF filters, used throughout, allow tight selectivity in all bandwidth
selections.
Input Attenuators - selected when high RF or Audio levels are encountered.

Function Buttons
The OSCOR has 4 function buttons (F1 to F4) and a MENU button. These buttons are
multi-use buttons and the functions are always labeled on the OSCOR display screen.
For example, in the OSCOR display figure below:
• F1 button refers to the RF/WhipH antenna input
• F2 button refers to a 250KHz bandwidth
• F3 button refers to an FM Wide demodulation
• F4 button refers to the Attenuator being off
• The MENU button provides access to lower level Menus. In the case below, the
lower level menu is a Configuration menu.
Throughout the manual, it should be understood that the Function buttons refer to the
screen labels.

FIGURE 3
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FUNCTION BUTTONS
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Antenna Panel

1

2

3
4
5

FIGURE 4

ANTENNA PANEL

The OSCOR antenna panel is an integrated package that automatically selects the
correct antenna based on the operating frequency.
1. Active Whip Antenna - GaAs FET preamplifier and telescoping whip provide high
sensitivity and wide 0.5-1500 MHz frequency coverage. *
2. Discone Antenna - Covers a 1500-3000 MHz frequency range. *
3. Balanced Loop Antenna - contains an active amplifier and covers 10 to 500 kHz.
Can also be removed from the antenna array panel and placed at a remote location.
4. Infrared Detector - when extended, the IR DETECTOR will observe a 360° view and
detect IR energy with a wavelength of 850-1050 nM and modulation of 15 kHz to 5
MHz.
5. Status Indicators - shows the antenna currently selected.
6. AC VLF (not shown in picture) - OSCOR AC power cord is also a probe (called AC
VLF probe). It is used to test wiring for carrier transmitters. It can test any pair of
conductors for carrier current (provided the voltage level is less than 250 volts).
7. Microwave Downconverter (not shown in picture) – Provides observation of
frequencies from 3 GHz to 21 GHz.
*WARNING: The ACTIVE WHIP ANTENNA and DISCONE contain circuitry that
can be damaged by electrostatic discharge. If electrostatic conditions exist, be sure
to touch the OSCOR main chassis before touching the WHIP or DISCONE.
WARNING: The AC power cord is designed to handle voltage levels up to 250
volts. Do not exceed this limit, or the unit may be damaged. (If this limit is
exceeded and your unit is damaged, return it to REI or your dealer for repair.)
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Power System
Power is obtained in one of three ways:
1. AC power of 115/230 VAC
2. Internal Rechargeable 12 VDC Battery
3. External 12-18 VDC input
NOTE: Whenever possible, it is best to use AC power to keep the battery charged and

to allow the AC VLF to scan for carrier current eavesdropping devices.
AC Power
The internal AC power supply actively monitors the voltage level of the AC power input.
The green LED (labeled “AC ~”) will show when there is sufficient power.
WARNING: Be sure the voltage selector switch is set to the proper
input voltage (115 or 230 VAC) before operation.
The green LED labeled “AC Power” indicates proper AC voltage. If the voltage selector is
set to “115 VAC” and the unit is plugged into 230 VAC, the unit will not be damaged,
but the green LED will go dark and you must unplug the unit to cool down for
approximately 30 minutes for the internal protection circuit to cool down.
International AC Power
The AC power receptacle is a worldwide IEC-320 standard and will accept right-angle
style power cables for most countries. If the appropriate cord or adapter is not readily
available, the cord provided can be fitted with another plug.
Observe the wiring conventions for the connector of your choice, and follow the color
assignments of the USA/Canada power cord supplied with the OSC-5000. Although the
use of earth ground is always preferable, it is not essential that your power system
provide that connection. Contact REI or your dealer with your particular power
requirements.

FIGURE 5

AC POWER CONNECTOR WIRING

NOTE: Battery charging and other internal functions are automatic.

REI OSC-5000E
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Battery
Battery operation will typically last for 2-5 hours, depending on internal loading. A “Low
Battery” warning will appear on the display when the battery power level is at
approximately 10%. If the unit continues to operate after the “Low Battery” warning
appears, the unit will automatically shut off before the battery is fully discharged to
prevent RAM memory loss.
NOTE: For optimum data retention and maximum battery life, do not store in a
discharged (“Low Battery”) condition. Charge as soon as possible.

Battery charging is automatic. Whenever the AC power cord is plugged in and the unit
has been turned on, the unit will select FULL CHARGE, and then FLOAT when charging is
completed. Charging time is highly dependent upon operating load and depth of
discharge. Typical charging time is approximately 4-6 hours. Charging a completely
drained battery may require a 12-16 hour “overnight” charge.
External DC Power
When connected to an external 12-18 VDC source, unit operation will be normal, but
the battery will only partially charge. External 12-18 VDC is best used for field operations
when extended operation is required and no AC power is available.

Program Key
The user-installable “PLUG-IN PROGRAM KEY” contains operating firmware and allows
easy program updates.

FIGURE 6

OSCOR KEY

NOTE: Use care when removing or installing the program key. Be sure to touch

the unit’s front panel to prevent electrostatic discharge to the key or socket.
After key removal, press the OFF button. All stored information and settings are deleted
when the program key is replaced.
NOTE: To ensure desired information is retained, leave the program key inserted
in the OSCOR after the power is off. Also, in case of program error, the key may
be used as a system reset.
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Storage Compartment and Accessories
1

6
7
8

2
3
4

9
15
13
10

5
14

11, 12
FIGURE 7

STORAGE COMPARTMENT

WARNING: Antenna Array damage can occur if packaged improperly. Be sure to
replace each item as suggested above. Do not force when closing.
NOTE: The storage compartment shown might be different from others due to the
standard and/or optional accessories chosen.
1. Audio Patch Cord 4 ft (1.22 M) and Miniature
Microphone
The Audio Patch
Cord with 3.5
mm male-tomale
connectors is
used with the
Balanced Audio
Coupler, Mini Microphone, or inputs to the EXT REF
audio input. The may Miniature Microphone be used
with the Audio Patch Cord to provide a remote
microphone input.

2. OSCOR Video
Patch Cord
This patch cord allows
received video signals
to be fed directly into
an alternative video monitor or a video recorder.
Video output is provided in a standard RCA plug.

REI OSC-5000E

3. OSCOR Audio Recorder and
Cables
An audio micro-cassette recorder
connects directly into the connector
tray to use the OSCOR audio
recorder functions.

4. OSCOR Video Monitor
This allows the OSCOR to
provide viewing of video signals
and can be used for detection of
covert surveillance cameras. It
supports NTSC, PAL and SECAM
(See page 65 Detecting Video
Threats.)
5. 12 VDC Car Adapter
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6. VLF Adapter

8. Locator Probe

The VLF adapter
provides the ability to
detect carrier current
devices on
miscellaneous low
voltage wiring. The VLF
adapter is connected to
the OSCOR AC power
cord (while OSCOR is
running on battery) and
connected to any wire
or cable that is
suspected of containing
carrier current
transmissions.

The Locator Probe is an RF
antenna used to locate RF
Digital and Analog
transmitters. The probe
provides a localized signal
strength input that the
OSCOR converts to a
variable frequency tone (a
higher tone implies closer
proximity). (See page 58
Locating the Threat.)

9. Modular Phone Adapter
The MPA provides easy access to
telephone conductors for testing. The
universal connector works for 2,4,6,
& 8 conductor telephone systems.
(See page 104 Testing Telephones
with OSCOR).

7. Balanced Audio
Coupler*
The Balanced Audio
Coupler provides a
balanced and isolated
connection for testing
miscellaneous wiring for
audio. Examples include
testing telephone, fax,
data lines, or unknown
wiring or cables. The
BAC is connected to the
provided audio patch
cord and plugged into
the EXT. REF. Port.
(See page 104 Testing
Telephones with
OSCOR.)

10. Low Leakage Headphones
When using the headphones, make
sure both earpieces are close against
your ears, since it is possible for a
highly sensitive audio surveillance
device to “hear” the headphones
(feedback is possible).

11. Miniplug Extension Cable 12 ft (3.66M)
The Miniplug Extension with 3.5 mm male to female
connectors is used as a headphone extension when
monitoring a detected device’s audio.
It also allows the Loop Antenna to be
used apart from the Antenna Array
panel.

*WARNING: Before attempting to connect the
Balanced Audio Coupler to an unknown wire or cable,

12. RF Extension Cable 12 ft

you must first determine if it carries a Hazardous

12 ft (3.66 M) The RF
extension with male-tomale BNC connectors,
allows connection of the
Locator Probe for
pinpointing the location
of a detected surveillance device.

voltage. The coupler should not be connected to
voltages greater than 250 volts. Unit damage or
personal injury may result.
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13. OSCOR Triangulate and
Locate
14. AC Power Adapter

This option utilizes a patented
ranging process (REI maintains
exclusive patent rights to Glenn
Whidden’s patent # 4,399,556)
to triangulate on the location of
an eavesdropping device. (See
page 61 OSCOR Triangulate
and Locate Option.)

15. Modular Telephone Cable

Optional Accessories and Upgrades
OSCOR Microwave Downconverter (MDC-2100/MDC-900)
The OSCOR Microwave Downconverter option (MDC2100/MDC-900) expands the OSCOR’s frequency range limit
to 21 GHz or to 9 GHz. The term “Downconverter” means that
the MDC takes higher frequency signals and converts a received
microwave frequency down into the operational frequency range
of the OSCOR spectrum analyzer. Microwave signals tend to be
directional, so the MDC features high gain directional antennas.
The MDC options are compatible with the OPC Interface and
the OTL locator options
OSCOR Intermediate Frequency Output (OIF-5000)
The Intermediate Frequency Output provides an IF output of 10.7 MHz for detailed
signal analysis. The OSCOR must be sent to REI for installation.
OSCOR Base Bound Output (OBB-5000)
The OSCOR Base Bound Output provides an external RF output which takes the signal
directly out of the demodulator circuit. The bandwidth of this option is 250 kHz and is
primarily used to feed a signal into an oscilloscope and perform an FFT Frequency
spectrum analysis. In this manner, the user can see any sub-carrier type signals in the
frequency display. The OSCOR provides the ability to see sub-carriers, but this option
provides additional capabilities. The OSCOR must be sent to REI for installation.

REI OSC-5000E
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SECTION 2: GETTING STARTED
The best method to becoming proficient with the OSCOR is to study the manual while
using the equipment and to attend REI training classes. Information about training classes
is provided at www.reiusa.net.
As previously stated, the OSCOR can be powered using 3 methods: internal battery, AC
(115/230 VAC), and DC (12-18 VDC). It is recommended that AC power be used for
most operations. This ensures that the unit is grounded for improved sensitivity and that
the battery system is maintained.
WARNING: Be sure the voltage selector switch is set to the
proper input voltage (115 or 230 VAC) before operation.
The OSCOR can be controlled directly using the built-in OSCOR keypad, or by the
OSCOR PC (OPC) Interface software. The OPC software provides additional functions
and capabilities to further improve the reliability of a sweep. The following sections
provide some introductory exercises followed by detailed descriptions of Manual and
Automatic operation. The OSCOR OPC Software is covered in the OPC software
manual.
The main sections that describe OSCOR functionality are:
• SECTION 3: OSCOR MANUAL OPERATION (page 27)
• SECTION 4: OSCOR AUTOMATIC OPERATION (page 69)
• SECTION 5: DETECTING SOPHISTICATED TRANSMITTERS (page 83)
While this entire manual should be studied before attempting as weep, particular
attention should be paid to these sections.
The section entitled SECTION 6: CONDUCTING A SWEEP that begins on page 91
provides recommended guidelines for using the OSCOR to perform a sweep. However,
an understanding of the previous sections is crucial to a successful operation of the
OSCOR.
Do not attempt to memorize all of the step-by-step procedures. These are provided as a
guide to assist you in learning the available functions. With a good understanding of the
functions, you can develop procedures to customize the operation to specific needs and
issues.
Notes:
• Due to the related nature of many functions, you will find some duplication of
descriptions and instructions.
• All instructions are printed in Italics.
• Bold words in instructions represent the button to push.
• Please pay close attention to the special “NOTE:”, “TECHNICAL NOTE:”, and
“WARNING” cited throughout the manual.
11
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SETTING UP THE OSCOR UNIT
To turn on the OSCOR:
1. Press the AUTO/MANUAL button located near the bottom left of the main panel.
2. Note: the bottom of the screen reads: “Press any key to continue”.
3. Pressing F1 will toggle through two additional start-up screens.
Pressing “MENU” will direct the OSCOR to the Auto Mode Set-up Screen.
Pressing “MENU” again will enter the default Manual Mode Control.

FIGURE 8

OSCOR OPENING SCREEN AND DEFAULT SWEEP DISPLAY

Pressing the OFF Button will provide access to some additional menus besides simply
turning the unit off.

FIGURE 9

BACK LIGHT DISPLAY

Turning on the Backlit Display
1. Press the OFF button one time from any mode.
2. Press the F2 button to toggle the Backlight on or off. (Press MENU to return).

Training Information Menu
1. Press the OFF button one time from any mode.
2. Press the F3 button to access the Training Information Screen.

REI OSC-5000E
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HELP Menu
3. Press the OFF button one time from any mode.
4. Press the F4 button to access the Help screen.

FIGURE 10 OSCOR HELP INDEX

From this menu, you can access basic help information about the OSCOR functionality.
There are some hidden functions documented in these help pages that are not
documented within this manual. However, this help index only provides some very basic
technical support and coarse descriptions of OSCOR button functions.
Use the F3 and F4 buttons to page up and down and the F1 and F2 buttons to scroll
through the pages of the various sections.

Reset Button
A reset button is built into the OSCOR connector tray. This reset button is a small white
button on the right side of the connector tray. By disconnecting the OSCOR from AC
power and pressing this button for 5 seconds, the OSCOR firmware will be completely
reset to all factory defaults and all memory will be erased. This button is used if the unit
has locked up or is not functioning normally due to an unforeseen programming
condition.

FIGURE 11 RESET BUTTON
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System Set-up Menu
Each OSCOR unit has default settings for most standard operations. These settings are
adjusted in the “SYSTEM SET UP MENU”. This menu addresses several default settings.
To enter the “System Set Up Menu” from the SWEEP mode:
• Press the MENU button twice.
To enter the “System Set Up Menu” from the ANALYZE mode:
1. Press the MENU button 3 times.

FIGURE 12 SYSTEM SET UP MENU

2. In the System Set Up Menu:
F1 displays a system information screen,
F2 sets the display options including the system units.
F3 provides display and control of the battery charging operation.
F4 provides access to the real-time clock.
MENU exits back to the default menu.
Setting the clock (set date and time)
1. In the System Set Up Menu, press the F4 button (labeled REALTIME CLOCK).
2. Under Time of Day, Press F1 to set the time and F2 to toggle the time format
(12/24 hour).
3. Press F4 to set the date.
Changing the Units of Measure (Metric/English)
1. In the System Set Up Menu, press the F2 button (labeled DISPLAY OPTIONS).
2. Press the F3 button to toggle between METRIC and ENGLISH.

REI OSC-5000E
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QUICK START EXERCISES
This section is intended to provide some short excercises to familiarize the user with some
of the basic OSCOR functions and capabilities. These excercises are provided with
minimal explanation and assume that the unit is turned off before starting. Detailed
explanations of OSCOR functions and procedures are provided in later sections. Three
(3) excercises are provided:
1. Listen to a radio station
2. Analyse a simple eavesdropping device
3. Basic methods of detection

Exercise 1 – Listen To A Radio Station
This exercise has two parts. The purpose is to gain a quick understanding of how to listen
to signals with 2 methods:
a. Entering a known frequency directly.
b. Use the rotary dial and EXPAND and NARROW buttons to locate a signal.
Exercise 1a. – Listen to a radio station by direct frequency entry.

Press the AUTO/MANUAL
button to turn on the unit.

Press the MENU button to skip
set up screens and go directly
to the default Auto Mode Setup Screen.

15
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Press the MENU button
again go to the manual
mode and the default whip
Hi antenna (5 MHz to 1505
MHz).
Type in a known radio
station from the numeric
keypad. (98.5 MHz is
shown in this example;
You should use a
known station in your
area.)
Type “9”, “8”, “.”, “5”,
ENTER
In this display, notice the bottom of the spectrum display reads “Sweep: REALTIME :
RF/WhipH”. This indicates that the OSCOR is still sweeping across the frequency
spectrum, but the cursor is simply pointing to the desired signal of interest. If you turn up
the volume at this point, you will hear and see the OSCOR receiver sweeping across the
frequency spectrum.

Press SWEEP/ANALYZE
button and turn up the
volume knob to listen to
the radio station.

This button changes the OSCOR from Sweep Mode to Analyze Mode. Analyze Mode
locks the OSCOR onto the desired signal for analysis.
To go to other known signals, you can simply type in the desired frequency, and press
enter.

REI OSC-5000E
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Exercise 1b. – Listen to a radio station using OSCOR frequency controls.
This exercise assumes that the OSCOR is again turned OFF.
Press the
AUTO/MANUAL button
to turn on the unit.
Press the MENU button
twice to skip set up
screens and go directly to
the default whip Hi
antenna (5 MHz to 1505
MHz).
Use the rotary dial and
move the cursor near 100
MHz. (Do not try to get it
exactly, anywhere from
85 to 115 is fine.)

Press the NARROW button 5
times or until the screen is
similar to the one shown.
With each press, you should
see the screen zoom in to
the center of the cursor.

Use the rotary dial to select
the desired radio station
frequency, and then press
the NARROW button further
to zoom in. Repeat until the
signal fills most of the
screen. To zoom out, simply
use the EXPAND button.
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Press SWEEP/ANALYZE
button and turn up the
volume knob to listen to the
radio station.

Using the techniques of this exercise you should be able to quickly go to any signal for
which the frequency is known. To practice, it is recommend that you look at several
different signals throughout the frequency spectrum such as pager transmissions,
television signals, cellular phone signals, etc.. To locate frequency spectrum data, visit
the REI web-site at www.reiusa.net or search for other sources of frequency information
that may be more appropriate for your area.

REI OSC-5000E
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Exercise 2 – Analyze A Bugging Device
The purpose of this exercise is to provide further practice manually locating signals, and
to introduce the Correlator and Time Spectrum Functions.
For this exercise, you must have an analog bugging device. A baby monitor or wireless
microphone will work very well. This exercise makes the following assumptions:
• The OSCOR is turned on in the default sweep mode.
• The transmitter is turned on and located about 6ft (2m) from the OSCOR
• The transmitter is an AM or FM modulated audio signal and the transmit
frequency is known.
Use the EXPAND and NARROW
buttons to search for the signal
associated with the transmitter. If the
transmitter is close, it should be the
strongest signal in the spectrum
view. In this example, a wireless
microphone at 170MHz was used.
Note: Pressing the SHIFT key and
then the EXPAND or NARROW will
maximize the function.
Use the SWEEP/ANALYZE button
to enter the Analyze mode. Adjust
the volume and listen to the signal.
As the volume is increased, you
should hear feedback.
In this Example, a Narrow band
wireless microphone was used,
therefore, F2 was pressed to change
the receiver bandwidth to 15KHz to
increase the audio quality. (Notice,
the audio deviation with the 15KHz
versus the 250KHz Bandwidth.)
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Press the SPECT button and
observe the screen as you talk,
whistle, and make other noises.
(The screen to the right shows
someone whistling.). You may
also wish to try this with a radio
station.

Press the CORR button to enter
the Correlator mode. Observe
screen as you talk, whistle, and
make other noises. You should
also try this with a radio station.

Press the F4 button to turn on a
confirm ringer. You may need to
adjust the volume of the ringer
using F1, F2, or F3.
From the SPECT or CORR
screens, Press SWEEP/ANALYZE to
return.
NOTE: The correlator is described in more detail later in the manual. However, the

correlator function basically compares the audio on the received signal to the audio
received in the room via the refererence microphone.

FIGURE 13 REFERENCE MICROPHONE

This correlate function is important in the automatic mode operation because it provides
a method of identifying analog devices as threats.
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Exercise 3 – Basic Methods To Detect Threat Transmitters
The purpose of this exercise is to introduce locating threat signals using the OSCOR
Spectrum Display Modes and to get an introduction into Automatic Mode Operation.
This exercise has two parts:
3a. Use display modes to locate threats
3b. Automatic Mode to find threat signal
3a. Using display modes to locate threats
For this exercise, you must have an analog bugging device. A baby monitor or wireless
microphone will work very well. This exercise makes the following assumptions:
• An eavesdropping transmitter is available, but not yet turned on.
• The transmitter is located in the same room as the OSCOR.
• The transmitter is an AM or FM modulated audio signal.
Take the OSCOR outside of the
building. Turn the unit on and press
the MENU button to enter the Auto
Configuration Menu
NOTE: For this quick start exercise, all of the automatic mode defaults will be used. It is

not necessary to set up the OSCOR antenna inputs, outputs, and correlation settings
described later in this manual.
Press F3 to enter the Load
Friendly Menu.
Press F1 to “START CLEAN” and
again to confirm a delete all
stored traces and signals. This is a
complete data erase.
Press F3 to start Loading Traces
and Signals. This will capture a
Friendly Frequency spectrum trace
and load the ambient
environment signals into memory.
Allow the OSCOR to complete at
least 2 complete cycles as
indicated by the number “2” just
above the MENU button.
NOTE: For this exercise, only the trace data will be used. However, the signals are preloaded in this exercise to prepare for the next exercise.
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At this point take the OSCOR back into the target environment. Turn on an analog
testing device. The same device described in the previous exercise is recommended.
Press the AUTO/MANUAL
button to return to the main
Auto Mode set-up menu.

Press the F1 button to enter
the Memory & Data Manage
menu.
Press the F3 button to delete
the Peak Trace data. Press F1
to confirm.
This is a very important step
because the peak memory is
updated constantly regardless
of location.

Press the MENU button to
exit and return to the main
auto mode set-up menu with
the OSCOR in the sweep
display mode.
Press the MENU button to
enter the Manual Mode.
Allow the OSCOR to sweep
across the screen at least 4
times. This should take about
30 seconds.
Press the MENU button to enter
the display mode.
Press the F1 button until the F1
menu displays PEAK display.
Press the F2 button until the F2
menu displays the Friendly
Spectrum.
Press the F3 button until the F3
menu displays the “DIFFERNC”
INVERT.

Hi band Police

Test Tx

Pagers

Low band Police

This display shows a graphical difference of the Peak Display generated in the threat
environment and the Friendly spectrum stored without the transmitter on. The inverted
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graph at the top of the screen shows the differences in the spectrum. Even if there is no
threat, there will be some differences in the traces due to intermittent transmitters and the
differences in the environment. It should be very easy to recognise signals that are unique
to the target environment. The strongest signal that shows up on the both the Peak trace
and the inverted difference plot should be the test transmitter located near the OSCOR.
Some of the signals in the above graph are labeled.
Select and zoom in on the
desired signal of interest
using the EXPAND and
NARROW buttons.

Use the SWEEP/ANALYZE
button to enter the Analyze
mode. Adjust the volume and
listen to the signal. As the
volume is increased, you
should hear feedback.

3b. Automatic Mode to find threat signal
This exercise assumes that the Loading Friendly portion of the previous exercise has just
been completed up to the point where the OSCOR is brought back into the target
environment. With the OSCOR in the target environment, turn on an analog testing
device. The same device described in the previous exercise is recommended.
Place the OSCOR in the
middle of the room and press
the AUTO/MANUAL button.

In this exercise, we are using the OSCOR default settings for inputs, outputs, and
correlator settings.
Turn on some music in the target environment. This will help with the correlation process.
Easy-listening or country music is recommended because it has a lot of tone and little
distortion.
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Press the F4 button to start the
automatic mode searching process.
Press the F3 button labeled
“TRACES & SIGNALS” to start the
process.
Allow the unit to run for at least 2
complete cycles. This may take 30
minutes to one hour depending on
the local RF environment.

Press the AUTO/MANUAL button to
stop the automatic process.
Press the F1 button to select the
MEMORY & DATA MANAGE”.
Press the F1 button to Manage the
Signals Database.
Press the MENU button to select the
“EDIT MENU”.
Use the UP and DOWN keys and the
rotary dial to select and listen to the
different signals.
The column labeled “Thrt/Pk” lists the
detected Threat Level. Friendly Signals
will be labeled “AUTOFRND” and
newly detected signals in the building
will be listed with a threat number. By
scrolling through this list, you should be
able to find the threat signal. If the
signal had good correlation, the threat
level should be at least 3 or 4.
Highlight the signal using the UP or
DOWN buttons.
Press the RECALL button to view the
signal. Adjust the volume and

listen to the signal. As the volume
is increased, you should hear
feedback.
At this point you can utilize other OSCOR functions such as CORR or SPECT to further analyze
the signal.
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This completes the quick start excercises. There are many other OSCOR functions that
are covered in this manual. These exercises were intended to provide the user with a
basic working knowledge of some of the more important OSCOR functions. The sections
later in the manul provide a more detailed explaination of these functions.
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SECTION 3: OSCOR MANUAL OPERATION
This section provides an overview of manual control covering most of the OSCOR
functions. Most of these functions can also be automatically or computer controlled so
that the OSCOR can operate in a stand-alone configuration.
The basic detection approach for any receiver consists of the following steps:
1. Viewing the frequency spectrum to identify signals for analysis.
2. Selecting a signal for analysis and attempting to demodulate the signal.
3. Deciding if the signal is suspicious enough to try and locate it.
4. Locating the source of the transmitted signal.
The OSCOR has 4 basic modes of operation, which correspond to the basic steps
described above.
1. SWEEP Mode – Provides basic spectrum analysis functions which allow the user to
look at the frequency spectrum in real time.
2. ANALYZE Mode – Provides the ability to listen to the signal using basic types of
demodulation (AM, FM, Sub-Carrier, Single Sideband).
3. CORRELATION – Provides a function to determine if the signal audio is identical
to the current room audio.
4. Triangulate Mode or Locator Mode – Provides the ability to find the transmitted
signal. The locator probe method looks for the RF transmission (works well for
digital signals). The Triangulate Mode uses audio to locate the microphone
associated with the threat signal (works well for analog signals).
TECHNICAL NOTE: Modulation is the process of converting a normal signal to a radio
frequency suitable for transmission; demodulation is the process of converting a
transmitted signal from its modulated form back to its original signal form. The most
common types of modulation are AM (Amplitude Modulation) and FM (Frequency
Modulation).

SWEEP MODE (SPECTRUM ANALYZER FUNCTIONS)
The OSCOR contains a sophisticated digitally synthesized receiver (quad conversion
super heterodyne with 3 phase locked-loop synthesizers). Various intermediate frequency
bandwidths and demodulators allow the OSCOR to resolve wide or narrow bandwidth
signals, including sub-carrier audio.
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FIGURE 14 OSCOR CONTROL PANEL

The SWEEP/ANALYZE button, located just below the rotary dial, alternates between swept
spectrum (Sweep Mode) and demodulated analyze (Analyze Mode) modes. In this screen,
the following functions are available:
F1 - sequentially steps through the available antennas (including the IR detector
and the power cord carrier current input). This button will toggle through the
entire default sweep spans as well as any spans that have been stored (see page
46 Sweep Span Storage).
F2 - selects the intermediate frequency bandwidth. Available bandwidths are 250
kHz, 15 kHz, and 6 kHz (see
Figure 16 Antenna Input Configurations).
F3 - selects the demodulator for audio monitoring. Available demodulation
schemes include AM, FM, FM Sub-carrier, SSB/CW.
F4 - switches the -20dB RF Attenuator (see page 32 Receiver Attenuator) on or off
at the active whip and VLF/MF input.
MENU - provides access to mode configuration and system setup.
NOTE: Since the Sweep Mode does not lock in on any single frequency, the

demodulators are only important in the Analyze Mode (see page 40
Demodulators). In the Sweep Mode, if you turn up the volume, you will not hear a
stable audio sound because the receiver is sweeping through the displayed
frequency band.

FIGURE 15 SWEEP MODE SCREEN DISPLAY
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Receiver Bandwidths
The OSCOR receiver is designed to receive three different Receiver bandwidths. The
Receiver Bandwidth refers to the size of (or amount of) the frequency spectrum that is
received when the OSCOR is tuned to a specific frequency. For example, normal FM
radio stations have a bandwidth of 200 kHz. This means that a radio station at 98 MHz
actually deviates from 97.9 MHz to 98.1 MHz (Note: 1,000 kHz = 1 MHz). Therefore,
when the OSCOR is tuned to a frequency of 98 MHz and the IF bandwidth is 250 kHz,
the OSCOR is actually receiving everything from 97.875 MHz to 98.125 MHz. The
OSCOR bandwidth of 250 kHz provides adequate bandwidth for the normal radio signal
with some margin to accommodate tuning inaccuracies. The various bandwidths that are
available with the OSCOR are designed for standard types of audio modulation.
Using a wide 250 kHz IF bandwidth will allow the tuning synthesizer to operate at its
maximum speed. This IF bandwidth is designed primarily for Frequency Modulated (FM)
signals and wide band Amplitude Modulated (AM) signals (see page 40 Demodulators).
The rapid refresh rate of the display will show the dynamics of the spectrum such as
modulation peaks or the on/off of two-way signals.
NOTE: Using narrow IF bandwidths on narrow deviation signals will reduce the system

noise level and produce higher sensitivity.
The following table presents the combinations of F1 Inputs (antennas)/Frequencies, F2
Bandwidth, and F3 Demodulators available.
INPUT

FREQ. RANGE.

Infrared
AC VLF
RF Loop
Whip Low
Whip High
Discone

10 kHz - 5 MHz**
10 kHz – 5 MHz
10 kHz – 510 kHz

Microwave
Downconverter*

5 MHz - 1.5 GHz
1.5 GHz - 3 GHz

DEMODULATORS / BANDWIDTHS
FM
FM/SC
AM
SSB/CW
250,15,6 250/15,6 250,15,6
6
250,15,6 250/15,6 250,15,6
6
250,15,6 250/15,6 250,15,6
6
250,15,6 250/15,6 250,15,6
6
250,15,6 250/15,6 250,15,6
6
250,15,6 250/15,6 250,15,6
6

3 GHz – 21 GHz

250,15,6

500 kHz – 5.5 MHz

250/15,6

250,15,6

6

FIGURE 16 ANTENNA INPUT CONFIGURATIONS

Bold indicates default IF bandwidths and demodulators used in Automatic Mode.
These IF bandwidths are designed for the majority of signals within the specified
frequency range.
* Not available in Automatic Mode
**The infrared sensor supports wavelengths 850 -1070 nM.
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Adjusting the Frequency Display
In both the Sweep Mode and the Analyze Mode, the frequency display indicates both
start and stop frequencies, as well as the frequency span, sweep frequency, and cursor
frequency. The frequency parameters are indicated using arrows on the screen.
The start frequency is indicated with a left arrow:
######
The stop frequency is indicated with a right arrow: ######
The frequency span is indicated with two arrows:
######
The tuning frequency is indicated with no arrows: ######
The cursor frequency is indicated with large numbers:

######

FIGURE 17 FREQUENCY DISPLAY

NOTE: In the Sweep Mode, the tuning frequency changes continuously as the receiver

sweeps the frequency span. In the Analyze Mode, the tuning frequency will be the same
as the cursor frequency.
Rotary Dial
The rotary dial moves the tuning cursor on the display and will jump to the next frequency
span when the cursor reaches a screen end limit. Entering the desired frequency directly
on the keypad can also move the cursor.
The cursor can be positioned over any signal to identify its frequency or to select that
frequency in the Analyze Mode.
EXPAND and NARROW
The displayed frequency span can be adjusted by using the EXPAND and NARROW
buttons. Each push of these buttons increases or decreases the frequency display by a
pre-defined increment.
Pressing SHIFT then EXPAND will force the screen to jump to the maximum frequency
display. SHIFT followed by NARROW will move the frequency display to the minimum
frequency display.
Wide views of the spectrum (1,000 or 1,500 MHz) will show multiple signals’ frequency
placement and amplitude. A narrower spectrum view allows easier separation of each
signal when selecting one to view in the Analyze Mode. A close-up narrow view will
clearly show each individual signal and its modulation.
To narrow in on a signal, use the rotary dial and the NARROW button to focus on the
signal while decreasing the frequency span of the display.
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This is an example of an individual signal can easily be viewed by narrowing the
frequency span and adjusting the frequency display.

FIGURE 18 SWEEP MODE SCREEN DISPLAY WITH WIDE BANDWIDTH

Furthermore, the narrow 15 kHz and 6 kHz are designed primarily for narrow band FM
and AM signals. In the above example, these filters will indicate if two signals are hiding
within a wide filter profile.

FIGURE 19 SWEEP MODE SCREEN DISPLAY WITH NARROW BANDWIDTH

Figure 19 shows that upon closer inspection, using a narrow bandwidth, the above signal
contains a “snuggled” transmitter.
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UP and DOWN
Similar in function to the rotary dial, the UP and DOWN buttons will immediately jump
to the next higher or lower frequency span (Frequency Display Window). These buttons
are also used for tuning the sub-carrier system (see page 40 Tuning Sub-Carrier).
Pressing SHIFT followed by UP or DOWN will jump one half screen. The UP and DOWN
buttons are also used to scroll through the input lists and signal database lists (see page
43 Data Functions (STORE/RECALL)).
SEEK/LIMITS
The SEEK/LIMITS button uses the automatic tuning function to automatically adjust the
signal being received and analyzed.
Press SHIFT then SEEK/LIMITS to scan to the next higher frequency signal while
operating in the Analyze mode.
Direct Frequency Entry
Rather than using the rotary dial with the EXPAND/NARROW and UP/DOWN buttons, a
frequency can be entered directly from the keypad. The OSCOR will immediately jump to
the required input antenna and appropriate frequency window to view the desired
frequency.
To enter a frequency megahertz using the keypad:
1. Type the desired frequency,
2. Press ENTER.
To enter a frequency kilohertz using the keypad:
1. Type in the desired frequency,
2. Press the k/MHz button to change the units mode to kilohertz,
3. Press ENTER.
Receiver Attenuator
Since the OSCOR is a highly sensitive receiver, it is possible for very strong signals to
have an overloading effect on the antenna pre-amplifiers. Receiver overload is evidenced
by strong signals (such as FM broadcast radio stations) appearing at harmonic
frequencies. For example, if you are near a very strong FM radio station transmitter, a
signal at 98.5MHz may also appear in the spectrum at 197MHz. The transmitter is not
actually radiating these harmonic signals; they are being generated in the receiver as a
result of an overloaded RF circuit. The built-in attenuator should be turned on to reduce
or eliminate the RF overload. The RF attenuator will reduce sensitivity by 20 dB. The
attenuation is being applied prior to amplification in the antenna panel pre-amplifiers.
To turn on the RF attenuator:
In the Sweep or Analyze Mode, press the F4 button (labeled ATTN OFF on the
Display). The F4 button toggles the attenuator mode to on or off.
NOTE: The OSCOR attenuator does not affect the operation of the MDC-2100.
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RF Spectrum Trace Display Modes
The OSCOR provides several different ways to view the RF spectrum in the sweep mode.
These methods are very useful to detect and find sophisticated threats such as Spread
Spectrum, Frequency Hopping, and Burst transmitters. These trace modes are defined
below:
Real-time Trace – Provides the most recent view of the RF spectrum according to the
OSCOR receiver. This data is not stored in RAM memory and is only displayed as the
data is measured.
Friendly Trace – This is an image that is stored in RAM memory. This image of the
frequency spectrum should only be taken at a location that is known to be free of
bugging devices.
Peak Trace – This is an image that is stored in RAM memory. This image is
continuously updated based on peak values measured from the Real-time frequency
data.
Average Trace – This is a Trace display mode developed by averaging the Real-time
trace data. This image is not stored in RAM memory and is completely reset whenever
the frequency display window is altered in any way.
Difference Trace Display – This mode displays the difference between any two of the
traces described above. This mode is particularly useful for comparing a Friendly
Trace to a Peak Trace taken at a target environment. Using this trace mode, signals
that are unique to the sweep environment are quickly identified providing a very rapid
method of detection for some bugging devices including sophisticated transmitters
such as Spread Spectrum, Frequency Hopping, and Burst Transmitters.
The OSCOR display can also display multiple spectrum traces at the same time. To
indicate the difference in the traces, the secondary trace is shown on the OSCOR display
as a dot image.

FIGURE 20 MULTIPLE SWEEP DISPLAYS

The Friendly and Peak Trace display modes are stored in RAM memory in the OSCOR.
This data is retained in OSCOR memory even if the unit is turned off. This data is only
reset if the OSCOR memory is reset or if the individual memory buffer is reset. This
procedure is further described later in this section.
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The paragraphs below describe these display modes in greater detail.
Friendly Trace Display
Prior to conducting a sweep, it is highly recommended that the OSCOR be taken out of
the sweep environment and a Friendly Trace be loaded into memory. This provides a
stored image of the frequency spectrum in known and safe location. It is suggested that
this be done at least ½ mile from the sweep location. Note: The Automatic Mode “LOAD
FRIENDLY” process loads this Friendly Trace data as well as storing individual signals.
This Friendly Trace is then utilized to compare to the Real-time or Peak Trace data to
quickly identify signals that are unique to one environment.
To Capture Friendly Trace data:
1. Ensure that the OSCOR is in the Sweep Mode.
2. Press the MENU button (labeled CONFIG).
3. Press the F4 button (labeled MANAGE TRACES).
4. Press the F1 button (labeled ‘Capture Friendly’).
5. To stop or cancel the Capture Friendly spectrum, press the AUTO/MANUAL
button.
NOTE: Capturing the Friendly Trace Data actually initiates automatic mode Load Friendly

operation. (See Page 80 Step 3 Load Friendly Database) The OSCOR will capture
Friendly trace data for all of the inputs that are selected for automatic operation, but the
OSCOR will not create a signal database.
To Display the Friendly Trace data:
1. Ensure that the OSCOR is in the Sweep Mode.
2. Press the MENU button (labeled CONFIG).
3. Press the F1 button repeatedly until the label reads “TRACE 1 FRIENDLY” or press
the F2 button repeatedly until the label reads “TRACE 2 FRIENDLY”. You may
also capture friendly from the Auto Mode “Loading Friendly”.
To Clear the Friendly Trace data:
1. Ensure that the OSCOR is in the Sweep Mode.
2. Press the MENU button (labeled CONFIG).
3. Press the F4 button (labeled MANAGE IMAGES).
4. Press the F3 button (labeled ‘Clear Comparison Span Memory “FRIENDLY”).
5. Press the F1 button (labeled DELETE) to confirm deletion.
Peak Trace Display
Many RF signals only transmit at random times and are therefore very difficult to detect.
These types of signals include pagers, cellular phones, police and aircraft radios, etc.,
Sophisticated bugs that do not stay on the same frequency for very long or only transmit
at certain intervals are very difficult to locate. These signals may be Frequency Hopping,
Spread Spectrum, or Burst Bugs. For this reason, the OSCOR was designed with a Peak
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Trace Display Mode. In this mode, the OSCOR will display the peak signal that occurs at
each frequency as it continuously scans. The Peak Signal function combines the peak
signal from each continuous sweep. Therefore, if the OSCOR is allowed to sweep across
the spectrum for several minutes, the envelope of all transmissions will be recorded. After
a period of time, the envelope of a frequency hopping bug or a burst bug will be
displayed.
It is important to understand that the Peak Trace data is updated continuously in all
modes for the input that is currently selected, and regardless of whether or not the Peak
display mode is turned on. For example, in the Real-time spectrum of the Sweep Mode
Screen Display (Figure 15), the data is constantly being used to update the Peak Display
memory, but the Whip-Hi input is the only Peak memory that is being updated.
The OSCOR does provide a means for capturing the Peak Trace Data using the Inputs
that are selected for Automatic operation. The OSCOR will capture Peak Trace data for
all of the inputs that are selected, but the OSCOR will not create a signal database.
To Capture Peak Trace data:
1. Ensure that the OSCOR is in the Sweep Mode.
2. Press the MENU button (labeled CONFIG).
3. Press the F4 button (labeled MANAGE IMAGES).
4. Press the F2 button (labeled ‘Capture Traces PEAK’).
5. To stop or cancel the Capture Friendly spectrum, press the AUTO/MANUAL
button.
To Display the Peak Trace Data:
1. Establish the frequency span of interest in the Sweep Mode.
2. Press the MENU button (labeled CONFIG).
3. Press the F1 button repeatedly until the label reads “TRACE 1 PEAK” or press the
F2 button repeatedly until the label reads “TRACE 2 PEAK”.
It is important to clear the Peak Trace Data after entering each new environment. This is
important in order to analyses each environment and to compare different rooms in the
same environment. Using the OPC software, the Peak trace data for each room can be
stored for future comparison.
To Clear the Peak Trace data:
1. Ensure that the OSCOR is in the Sweep Mode.
2. Press the MENU button (labeled CONFIG).
3. Press the F4 button (labeled MANAGE TRACES).
4. Press the F4 button (labeled DELETE TRACES/PEAK).
5. Press the F1 button (labeled DELETE) to confirm deletion.
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Integration Spectrum Display
Most RF signals utilize a modulation technique that results in the frequency spectrum of
the signal modulating significantly in real-time. This is obvious when looking at a FM
modulated signal with a high-speed analog spectrum analyzer. Furthermore, FM signals
provide an excellent opportunity to hide a “snuggle bug” in the sides or skirts of the
signal as described previously in this manual (see page 29 Receiver Bandwidths). While
most snuggled transmitters can be easily viewed using the narrow bandwidths, the
OSCOR software provides an improved way of viewing these signals by integrating the
frequency display to minimize the interference from the modulation. The Integration
Spectrum Display is a real-time frequency display function that is not stored in the
OSCOR memory. Anytime the frequency display is altered in any way from using the
EXPAND/NARROW keys or the UP/DOWN keys, the integration data is completely reset.

FIGURE 21 AVERAGED SPECTRUM DISPLAY EXAMPLE

In the above Figure the Radio station 98.5 is hiding a narrow-band snuggled transmitter.
By using the 15KHz bandwidth and the Average Display, the snuggled transmitter can
easily be seen just to the right of the normal radio station frequency. The wideband
modulation of the radio station is “averaged” out so that the narrow band transmitter can
be displayed.
To Display the Average spectrum data:
1. Ensure that the OSCOR is in the Sweep Mode.
2. Press the MENU button (labeled CONFIG).
3. Press the F1 button repeatedly until the label reads “TRACE 1 Averaged” or press
the F2 button repeatedly until the label reads “TRACE 2 AVERAGED”.
NOTE: The Integration spectrum data is also automatically reset when the frequency

display is altered.
Difference Trace Display
The OSCOR provides the ability to compare two different sets of trace data. The possible
difference combinations may be displayed from the Real-Time, Friendly, Peak, and
Averaged spectrum traces.
To Display a Difference Trace:
1. Ensure that the OSCOR is in the Sweep Mode.
2. Press the MENU button (labeled CONFIG).
3. Press F1 to select Trace 1.
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4. Press F2 to select Trace 2.
5. Press F3 to select the type of difference trace.
The most useful of these difference combinations is the Peak minus Friendly Spectrum
trace. This display provides a very quick view of the difference between the Frequency
Spectrum of two different locations, and is a very reliable method for detecting
sophisticated transmitters that are not continuous transmitters.
This mode may also prove to be useful when trying to determine the location of a
transmitter within an environment. You may wish to compare the RF spectrum of one
room to another room.
There are three difference modes available:
• Difference – This display shows two types of traces as well as the difference
between the traces.
New
Signal

FIGURE 22 DIFFERENCE MODE DISPLAY

•

Difference Only – Only shows the difference between two traces.

FIGURE 23 DIFFERENCE ONLY TRACE DISPLAY

•

Difference Invert – Shows two types of traces and the difference is inverted and
shown at the top of the display so that the differences can be easily identified.

FIGURE 24 DIFFERENCE INVERT TRACE DISPLAY
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ANALYZE MODE
The Analyze Mode changes the operation from a sweep function to a single frequency
signal analysis. Specify the frequency of interest with the cursor (controlled with the rotary
dial) or the numeric keypad. The Analyze Mode will demodulate a signal to audio,
display a refreshed signal profile, and indicate specific conditions prior to correlation.
To enter the Analyze Mode:
Press the SWEEP/ANALYZE button located just below the rotary dial.

This button toggles between the Sweep Mode and demodulated Analyze Mode. You can
listen to the signal indicated by the cursor by entering the Analyze Mode and adjusting
the volume control. The menu for the function keys in the Analyze Mode is identical to the
Sweep Mode.

FIGURE 25 ANALYZE MODE SCREEN DISPLAY

The analyze display screen contains two plots. The plot on the left half of the screen is the
frequency spectrum. Since the Analyze Mode is not a frequency sweeping process, the
graph of the signal profile is not refreshed, and the tuning frequency is equal to the
cursor frequency. However, if the signal level (at the cursor) is below the squelch
threshold, the Analyze Mode will function like the Sweep Mode, with the screen constantly
being updated and the tuning frequency constantly changing. If the signal level exceeds
the squelch level, the Frequency Display can be refreshed by several methods:
toggle to the Sweep Mode and back to Analyze Mode
expand or narrow the frequency span
manually scan the cursor across the screen using the rotary dial, or
program the frequency display to periodically refresh itself
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NOTE: the squelch level is indicated by a horizontal dotted line in the RF signal display. It

is shown in the figure above at the bottom of the graphic just above the words “RF
Signal”. The squelch level is adjusted by the rotary knob below the volume control knob.

FIGURE 26 VOLUME AND SQUELCH KNOBS

To program the Analyze Mode to automatically refresh:
1. In the Analyze Mode, press MENU button (labeled ANLZ) two times to a menu
that is labeled “CONFIGURE ANALYZE MODE”.
2. Press the F1 button (labeled REFRESH/OFF)
3. Type the desired number of seconds for periodic refresh, and press ENTER.
To cancel the refresh, repeat steps 1-3 above and enter 0 for the desired number of
seconds.
The graph on the right half of the screen is an oscilloscope view of the demodulated
signal (see page 51 Oscilloscope Analysis (Audio Spectrum Analysis Screen). This graph
may be changed to display the OSCOR phase correlator results.
Depending on the demodulator selected, the time display graph is labeled as follows:
Demodulation
Screen Label
FM or FM Wide
Deviation
AM or AM Wide
Amplitude
Sub-Carrier
SubCarr
FIGURE 27 SCREEN LABELS FOR DEMODULATIONS

To change the analyze mode deviation graph to a correlate graph:
1. In the Analyze Mode, press MENU button (labeled ANLZ) two times to a menu
that is labeled “CONFIGURE ANALYZE MODE”.
2. Press the F4 button (labeled DETAIL/SOURCE).
The center of the Analyze Screen displays the following information:
Relative signal strength
Signal Lock status (when the OSCOR tunes to the center of a signal, the AFC
(Audio Frequency Circuit) will prevent signal drift).
Battery voltage display (Battery voltage display is an optional display that must be
selected using the System Set Up Menu.)
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Demodulators
The F3 button in the Sweep or Analyze Mode can select the following demodulators:
FM WIDE: 250 kHz as used with FM Broadcast and TV sound channel
FM NARROW: 15, 6 kHz as used older technology two-way communications
SubCFM: uses 250 kHz primary IF and 15 or 6 kHz secondary demodulator
AM WIDE: 250 kHz used for fast scanning
AM NARROW: 15, 6 kHz used with AM Broadcast, short wave, CB, aircraft
SSB / CW: 6 kHz used with short wave, marine, amateur radio
Technical Notes:
DEMODULATING NARROW DEVIATION FM WITH A WIDE 250 kHz FILTER: The
OSCOR will sufficiently demodulate narrow deviation FM signals when operating
in the wide 250 kHz bandwidth. The automatic gain control will continuously
adjust the audio level to the correlator or headphones for optimum results.
WIDE DEVIATION FM WITH A NARROW 15, 6 kHz FILTER: If a narrow
bandwidth filter is used on wide deviation signals, over-modulation of the signal
profile and distorted audio will result.
USE OF THE PROPER DEMODULATOR WILL RESULT IN THE BEST RECOVERED
AUDIO--LOWEST DISTORTION AND LOWEST NOISE: Surveillance devices
using FM modulation will normally produce a small percentage of AM modulation
due to poor oscillator/buffer design, unregulated power supplies, or effects of
antenna/reflection.
AM modulated devices may also contain a small percentage of FM modulation
primarily due to an unstable oscillator.
Receivers also respond to FM signals with AM demodulation due to slope
detection against the IF filter skirts, and phase/group delay in the filter systems.
When receiving AM signals with FM demodulators, the imperfect limiting action of
an FM IF/demodulator will allow a small percentage of AM to also be detected.

Tuning Sub-Carrier
Sub-carrier demodulation is a means of decoding a second “piggy backed” signal
carried on a normal transmitted radio signal. This is sometimes referred to as double
demodulation. Sub-carrier signals are most commonly used for background music and
nationwide digital pagers. These frequencies normally fall between 50 - 120 kHz.
When a sub-carrier signal is suspected, you may perform a second demodulation by
activating the FM/SC demodulator, indicated on the display as SubC FM. Many
commercial FM radio stations and TV sound channels have sub-carrier signals that
typically contain MUZAK (elevator music), paging systems, or news stations.
To activate the Sub-carrier demodulator:
1. In the Analyze Mode, select the 250 kHz bandwidth using the F2 button.
2. Activate the Sub-carrier tuner by using the F3 button.
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3. Select the Sub-carrier bandwidth using the F2 button after the Sub-carrier
demodulator has been selected. (The second demodulator bandwidth can be
either 15 kHz or 6 kHz.)
4. Once the sub-carrier demodulator has been activated, the sub-carrier signal must
be tuned. Use the rotary dial to tune to the main signal on the profile screen.
5. Use the UP/DOWN buttons to tune the sub-carrier receiver between 10 kHz and
250 kHz. The signal line within the sub-carrier screen will show the actual level of
a sub-carrier and centering will be indicated by a >LOCK< condition.
NOTE: The lock function will only work when the sub-carrier tuning is within the

bandwidth of 15 kHz or 6 kHz.

NOTE: For very low frequencies (10-35 kHz), many FM radio stations may “bleed”

through to the sub-carrier demodulator. It should be obvious if the bleed is coming
from the main radio signal by toggling to the FM demodulator and comparing the
audio content to the sub-carrier demodulator.

Auto Fine Tune
The SEEK/LIMITS button, located below the SWEEP/ANALYZE button, performs an
automatic fine tune (AFT) operation. This is a particularly useful mode when manually
tuning a signal because the OSCOR will automatically lock on a signal and if the signal
drifts in frequency, the AFT function will track the signal. The AFT function is identified on
the ANALYZE screen by the LOCK indicator between the two graphs. If the AFT function
has been activated, the LOCK indicator is replaced with the following: (>>AFT<<), this
indicates that the AFT function is turned on and active. The AFT function is turned off
immediately when the rotary dial or any other controls are activated that affect frequency
control. Also, vertical dotted lines on the screen will indicate the frequency range over
which the AFT function is performed.
Pressing SHIFT and SEEK/LIMITS will invoke the automatic seek to next signal function.
The squelch knob in the audio panel is used to set the signal threshold level. The squelch
threshold is identified by a horizontal dotted line across the graphs in both the Sweep and
Analyze Modes.
Cursor Indicators
The cursor, controlled with the rotary dial, indicates the status of the signal at the
specified location. The cursor has three different shapes:
Indicates that the signal is above the squelch level, but that the demodulator
circuit has not locked onto a signal.
Indicates that the demodulator has locked onto a signal.
Indicates that the signal is below the squelch level.
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Snuggle Bug Analysis
The Analyze Mode has a feature to quickly analyze a signal for the presence of a
snuggled transmitter. A snuggled bug is typically a narrow band RF transmitter tuned very
close to frequency of an existing wide band signal such as an FM radio station. By tuning
the snuggled signal very close to the center frequency of the wide band ambient signal,
the snuggled signal is essentially masked by the demodulation of the ambient signal.
Therefore, visual inspection of the ambient signal using a spectrum analyzer in a wide
band bandwidth mode does not easily reveal the presence of the snuggled transmitter.
This effect can be readily seen from Figure 19 in the section on Receiver Bandwidths.
Therefore, the OSCOR has a special function designed specifically for identifying the
presence of these types of snuggled transmitters. This function, which is accessed through
the Analyze mode, takes the OSCOR into its narrowest operational bandwidth and then
begins the frequency display integration function. This process insures that the
modulation effect of the signal will be integrated out of the spectrum display so that
snuggled transmitters can easily be seen in the spectrum.
To access the Snuggle Bug Analysis:
1. Ensure that the OSCOR is in the Analyze Mode and that the desired signal is
locked.
2. Press the MENU button labeled ANLZ.
3. Press the F3 button (labeled SNUGGLE)
4. Press the F1 buttons labeled “START” This will change the Analyze display to a
narrow band (6 kHz) and integrate the frequency spectrum. If a snuggle bug
exists, an additional signal will appear in the spectrum.
In this same menu, the snuggle analysis may be paused (F1), return to the original signal
bandwidth and display (F2), or you may step through a stored signal database using the
F3 and F4 buttons. This function will be described in more detail in later sections that
discuss storing a signal database.
To turn off the snuggle analysis and return to the original Analyze Mode bandwidth
parameters, press the MENU button labeled EXIT MENU.

Harmonic and LO Frequency Analysis
The Analyze Mode has a feature that provides the capability to quickly tune to harmonic
frequencies or sub-harmonic frequencies of a signal being analyzed. This is a useful
feature when analyzing a signal from a potential bugging device because most RF
bugging devices have transmitters that produce many harmonics.
The Frequency analysis function also provides the ability to inspect the LO image in the
OSCOR. The LO image is a false image that is generated internally by a local oscillator
in the OSCOR. This LO image only impacts the WhipHi and Discone antenna inputs and
the basic result is that if a very strong signal exist in one input, it is possible for this signal
to also occur in the other input at a significantly reduced level. For example, if a very
strong signal exists at 98.5MHz, it is possible for a false image to occur at 1598.5MHz in
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the Discone input. This image is not of significant concern, except that it can cause some
confusion when analyzing signals in the Discone frequency band.
To access the Harmonic Frequency Analysis:
1. Ensure that the OSCOR is in the Analyze mode and that the desired signal is
selected.
2. Press the MENU button labeled ANLZ.
3. Press the F4 button labeled Harmonic.
4. Us the F1 – F4 keys to perform various frequency analyses.
Press F1 to return to the original signal.
Press F2 to tune directly to the first sub-harmonic of the original signal.
Press F3 to tune to the next harmonic of the original signal.
Press F4 to view the LO image of the original signal (if in the WhipHi, the LO
image = original signal + 1500MHz; if in the Discone, the LO image =
original signal – 1500MHz).
NOTE: the frequency analysis menu is linked to a particular frequency being analyzed. If

the frequency is manually tuned, the menus do not update unless the menu is exited and
returned to the frequency analysis.

Data Functions (STORE/RECALL)
OSCOR has two types of information that can be stored for recall: signal information
and frequency sweep span information.
The signal storage capabilities can store information for up to 3,000 signals. This
information includes input source (RF, Carrier Current, or Infrared), frequency,
demodulator, time/date of the last threat upgrade, and history of threat detections (how
many times this signal has been analyzed in the Automatic Mode). The sweep span
storage can store up to 100 sweep spans. These can be used to recall a desired
frequency band or to program the Automatic Mode to sweep multiple frequency spans
and bandwidths using the same input.
Signal Storage
The OSCOR has a built-in database used to store selected signals. With OSCOR in the
Automatic Mode, each detected signal is stored in the OSCOR memory for later recall.
Moreover, the OSCOR has user-controllable memory storage or recall functions,
allowing specific signals to be entered or deleted manually. Manually entered signals can
be classified with a specified threat level. Signals that are stored as “FRIENDLY” signals
are ignored in the Automatic Mode to increase the speed of the search process.
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The threat level of any signal can be manually edited. Signals classified as “DECLARE”
are signals that have been evaluated and declared to be threats. Declared threats are
also ignored in the Automatic Sweep Mode. The OSCOR signal storage is an easy way
to reduce the time required of the automatic sweep process. For example, if all local
radio and TV stations are entered as friendly signals, they will be ignored in subsequent
automatic sweeps, unless their power level changes by greater than 5%.
The following Figure is an example of a signal list.

FIGURE 28 EXAMPLE SIGNAL LIST SCREEN DISPLAY

•
•
•

•

The first three columns specify the type of input, the frequency, and the type of
demodulation of the stored signal such as FMW (FM wide, see page 40
Demodulators for more information).
The fourth column specifies the date and time.
The fifth column (labeled Thrt/Pk) indicates the threat level of the stored signal.
These values may be labeled with numeric values of 1 to 5, “FRIENDLY” for
friendly signals or “DECLARE” to indicate that the user has declared the signal as
a threat. The number to the left of the colon indicates the average threat level; the
number to the right of the colon indicates the peak threat level.
The last column on the list (labeled “#”) indicates the number of times the signal
was detected in the Automatic Mode. This number is useful for determining if a
signal has only intermittent transmission.

NOTE: Having friendly signals stored in memory is important when conducting sweeps

requiring fast results.
To manually store a signal:
1. In the Analyze Mode, select the signal with the cursor and adjust the tuning to lock
onto the desired signal.
2. Press the STORE button to store the signal into memory.
3. Adjust the desired threat level using the F1 and F2 buttons.
4. Press F4 (labeled LIST) in this menu to bring up the signal list (same as pressing
RECALL).
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To recall stored signals:
1. Press the RECALL button to toggle between the normal Analyze Mode and the
Signal List Mode.
2. Use the rotary dial or the UP/DOWN buttons to select various signals in the
database.
Editing Signals
The Signal Listing Mode has two menus to control signal database functions. The first
menu provides the basic functions to act on individual signals (see Figure 28 Example
Signal List Screen Display).
The second menu lists functions that affect the entire list.

FIGURE 29 SIGNAL LIST MENU (2ND)

To change the threat level of a signal stored in the database:
1. Use the RECALL button in the Analyze Mode to access the signal list.
2. Select the desired signal using the rotary dial or the UP/DOWN buttons.
3. Select the appropriate menu using the MENU button.
4. Select the desired threat level using the F1 and F2 buttons. F1 and F2 toggle up
and down through the available threat levels (USERFRN, NO CORR, 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, DECLARE). Press F3 to immediately change the level to a FRIENDLY signal.
To delete a signal stored in the database:
1. Use the RECALL button in the Analyze Mode to access the signal list.
2. Select the desired signal using the rotary dial or the UP/DOWN buttons.
3. Press the F4 button (labeled DELETE/SIGNAL).
4. Press the F1 button (labeled DELETE CONFIRM) to delete a single signal.
5. Press MENU (labeled CANCEL) to cancel the deletion process.
Filtering the Signal List
The signal database can be filtered to view, plot or delete only a certain signal
classification.
Signals are classified according to the following criteria (which will become more
apparent later in the manual)
FRIENDLY - Signals common to the ambient environment and posing no threat
NO CORR - Signals that have been stored with no classification or correlation.
LOW CORR - Signals with a correlation level below the threat level threshold.
THREATS - Signals with a correlation level exceeding the threat level threshold.
DECLARED - Signals that the user has evaluated and flagged as known threat signals.
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To filter the signal list:
1. Press the RECALL button in the Analyze Mode to display the signal list.
2. Select the appropriate menu using the MENU button (see Figure 29).
3. Press the F1 button (labeled LIST ALL Signals) to select the desired filter criteria.
The F1 button cycles through the various available combinations: SIGNALS,
FRIENDLY, NO CORR, LOW CORR, THREATS, & DECLARED.
To delete a filtered signal list or Clean-up Spurious Signals:
1. Use the RECALL button in the Analyze Mode to access the signal list.
2. Select the appropriate menu using the MENU button (see Figure 29).
3. Press the F1 button (labeled LIST ALL/Signals) to select the desired filter criteria.
4. Press the F4 button (labeled DELETE/??????).
5. Press the F2 button (labeled DELETE) to delete the displayed signal list or Press F3
(labeled SPURIOUS/CLEAN UP) to delete all signals that have a LOW CORR and
have a history of less than 5 encounters. This mode is used to eliminate detected
noises that are not associated with real signals.
6. Press F1 to confirm the deletion process.
Sweep Span Storage
The OSCOR has 6 pre-programmed input frequency spans covering the available range
of the electromagnetic spectrum. Up to 70 additional frequency spans may be added to
the memory for rapid manual recall of stored span or for use in the Automatic Mode (see
page 74 Input Spans for Automatic Operation). These stored alternative frequency spans
can be recalled and/or modified in the Manual Mode using the normal STORE/RECALL
functions.
For your convenience, the OSCOR is pre-programmed with these standard inputs and
their associated frequency spans:
To display the list of stored sweep spans:
1. Place the OSCOR in the Sweep Mode using the SWEEP/ANALYZE button.
2. Press the RECALL button to display the sweep span list. In this mode, the rotary
dial or the UP/DOWN buttons can be used to select a specific sweep span. (The
RECALL button toggles between the Sweep Span List Mode and the normal
frequency spectrum view.)

FIGURE 30 SWEEP SPAN DISPLAY
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The following is a description of the sweep span list.
The first column of the Sweep Span list screen displays the enable status for
Automatic Mode operation. For further details on Automatic Mode operation (see
page 69 SECTION 4: OSCOR AUTOMATIC OPERATION).
The second column indicates the antenna being used as an input source.
The third column indicates the type of modulation. The “W” indicates wide-band
modulation.
The fourth column indicates the Frequency range of the span.
The last column indicates whether the sweep span has been programmed to use
the attenuator. “OFF” indicates that the attenuator is not in use for automatic
operation.
NOTE: The default menu has options that apply to editing a single sweep span.

However, there is also a menu to edit all of the sweep span inputs. These procedures are
described below.
To Store a sweep span in memory:
1. In the Sweep Mode, choose the desired sweep input, frequency span,
demodulator, and bandwidth using the Frequency Display controls.
2. Press the STORE button to save the span in memory.
3. Press F3 button (labeled EDIT) to view the complete list of saved sweep span
parameters.

FIGURE 31 SWEEP SPAN MENU (2ND)

To enable or disable the selected input, for automatic operation, press F1 (see Page 74
Input Spans for Automatic Operation).
To delete a programmed sweep span from memory:
1. Display the sweep span list using the SWEEP/ANALYZE button and the RECALL
button (if not already in the Sweep Mode).
2. Use the rotary dial or the UP/DOWN buttons to select the desired sweep span.
3. Press F2 (labeled DELETE).
4. Press F1 to confirm the deletion.
To edit an individual sweep span:
1. Display the sweep span list using the SWEEP/ANALYZE button and the RECALL
button (if not already in the Sweep Mode).
2. Press F1 to turn an individual span off.
3. Press F2 to delete an individual span, followed by pressing F1 to confirm the
deletion.
4. Press F3 to toggle the Attenuator setting for an individual span.
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To delete all programmed sweep spans from memory:
1. Display the sweep span list using the SWEEP/ANALYZE button and the RECALL
button (if not already in the Sweep Mode).
2. Press F4 (labeled EDIT AS GROUP).
3. Press F4 (labeled ALL USER DELETE).
4. Press F1 to confirm the deletion.
To reset the sweep spans to defaults:
1. Display the sweep span list using the SWEEP/ANALYZE button and the RECALL
button (if not already in the Sweep Mode).
2. Press F4 (labeled EDIT AS GROUP).
3. Press F1 (labeled Span Off) to set all spans to OFF.
4. Press F2 (labeled DELETE) to delete all user specified spans.
5. Press F3 (labeled ATTN OFF) to turn the attenuator off on all spans.

Audio Functions
The OSCOR’s built-in audio amplifier and audio circuitry can be used in several ways.
The following sub sections describe these audio functions.
Reference Audio System
For the correlator to work properly, the OSCOR must have a reference audio signal. In
the Correlate Mode, the OSCOR constantly compares the audio arriving through the
receiver system with the reference audio signal. If the two audio signals are similar (which
means that they correlate) there is a very high probability of a bugging device.
The Reference System provides an audio input to the Acoustic Correlator and will
normally listen to the ambient sounds of the room. The built-in reference microphone is
combined with a high-gain, automatic level control to provide signals to the Acoustic
Correlator. The input LED indicator lights when a sufficient input level is delivered to the
Reference System.
NOTE: The OSCOR constantly measures the acoustic level. The OSCOR will prompt you

to use a supplementary sound source such as a tape deck or CD player if the room
sound level is too low or irregular.
The OSCOR can use the external reference to remotely monitor a conference room or
office. Use an external microphone with a long extension cable to provide reference
audio to the correlator while the OSCOR is in another location (see page 103
MONITORING A MEETING IN PROGRESS).
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Speaker Monitoring Control
The EXT button provides control of input to the OSCOR speaker. Using this button, the
speaker can be configured to monitor the main audio from the receiver (this is the
default), the reference audio system or sound from an external source. These features
allow the OSCOR’s built-in audio amplifier to be used for miscellaneous audio testing.
The OSCOR can also use the external reference to directly feed a known sound source
such as a CD player into the correlator. Plug an external source into the EXT REF input
using a patch cord to automatically by-pass the reference microphone and feed the
external signal directly into the correlator system. Once the external source is plugged in,
the OSCOR speaker can be used to output the reference signal.
The EXT REF jack is used to provide an input for an external reference sound source such
as a remote microphone, a music source (CD player), or an intercom system (see page
95 Activating a Known Sound Source). Moreover, you can plug the Balanced Audio
Coupler using the Audio Patch Cord into the EXT REF input and connect it to the
earpiece to listen to the normal phone sounds (see page 104 Testing Telephone with
OSCOR).
The default operation is to monitor the audio from the received signals.
To monitor the main receiver system:
1. Press the EXT button to access the Audio Monitor Menu.
2. Press the F1 button until the display says “MONITOR / RECEIVER”.
To use the OSCOR as an audio amplifier by inputting a reference external audio source:
1. Connect the external source of your choice, and press the EXT button to access
the Audio Monitor menu.
2. Press the F1 button until the display says “MONITOR / REFERENCE”.
3. Press the F4 to choose the attenuator mode. The default is AUTOATTN. This is the
most reliable and recommended setting. However, you can manually turn the
attenuator on or off using F4.
Technical Notes:
Since some music sources such as CD players do not have external speakers, you can
use the OSCOR speaker to provide the sound source.
While listening to the speaker or using the headphones, if you hear the reference
sound source, you have verified that the OSCOR is in the correct mode. If there is
nothing plugged into the EXT REF jack and the OSCOR is placed in the
MONITOR/REFERENCE Mode, the speaker will have a feedback ringing because the
built-in microphone is being fed directly to the speaker.
NOTE: It is recommended that the AUTOATTN not be used in conjunction with

Automatic Mode operation because it slows down the automatic operation. ATTN ON is
the recommended setting.
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NOTE: When connecting external sources that do not have their own speakers, be sure

the volume on the OSCOR loudspeaker is loud enough to be detected by any
eavesdropping device that may be in the room.
NOTE: The headphones must be unplugged to patch an external sound source through

the OSCOR speaker (see page 50 Headphones).
Audio Attenuator
The audio monitoring system has a built-in audio attenuator, which is used to prevent the
audio circuitry from being overloaded by strong audio inputs (primarily from the EXT REF
jack). The audio attenuator control has three modes of operation AUTOATTN, ATTN
ON, and ATTN OFF.
Audio Filter
The filter selects either a wide frequency audio response (20 Hz - 15 kHz) or voice band
filter (300 Hz to 3000 Hz) and will reduce many types of audio interference. The audio
filter affects the speaker and headphone outputs only. The FILTER button on the keypad
controls this filter. To toggle the audio filter mode press the FILTER button. This button
toggles the audio filter on or off, which is indicated in the center left of the top of the
display as SPEAKER FILTER ON or SPEAKER FILTER OFF.
Volume Control
The volume control increases or decreases received or monitored audio levels to the
internal speaker or headphones.
NOTE: To prevent accidental audio output while operating in the Automatic Mode, the

speaker is automatically turned off unless it is being used to provide a sound source. The
headphones are operational in the Automatic Mode.
Headphones
The headphones automatically transfer the speaker output to the headphones. The
headphones used with the OSCOR have been custom designed for low acoustic leakage
and high quality.
NOTE: Do not operate the headphone volume higher than necessary. It is possible for a
highly sensitive audio surveillance device to “hear” your headphones (a feedback is
possible).

Squelch/Signal Threshold
The squelch control will move the position of the squelch baseline on the display and the
trip point of the squelch circuit. In the Sweep and Analyze Modes, the squelch level is
indicated on the screen by a horizontal dotted line. This squelch line has several
applications:
• Sets the signal threshold when using “seek to next signal” function in the Analyze
Mode. In the Analyze Mode, only signals above the squelch threshold will be
demodulated to produce audio output.
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•

•

Sets the signal threshold when using the locator probe. In this mode, the OSCOR
generates an audible tone, where the pitch corresponds to the strength above the
squelch threshold of the signal. This is used to find an RF transmitter (see page 59
Locating RF (500KHz to 3GHz) Transmitters), or an IR threat when using the
parabolic audio reflector that is part of the OTL (see page 60 Locating Infrared
Transmitters).
Adjusts the delay time from 0.1 to 99 seconds, using the MENU button to access
the Squelch Menu.

Tone Ringer System
The OSCOR has a built-in ringing system designed to mimic a telephone ringer. This
ringer can be used for several functions:
• To provide a reliable sound source to confirm threats when using the Correlator
Mode manually (see page 54 Correlate Confirm Mode).
• To provide an audible alert in the Automatic Mode (see page 76 Automatic Mode
Audible Alert).
• To provide a sound source for the verify and active correlate methods in the
Automatic Mode (see page 78 Correlate: Acoustic Correlator System
(Automatic)).
There are three volume levels for the tone ringer system: “LOW”, “MEDIUM”, and
“LOUD”.
To set the volume of the tone ringer system:
1. Press the TONE button; this will automatically turn on the ringer to allow you to
monitor the volume and open a Tone Alert Volume Menu.
2. Select the desired volume by pressing
F1 (labeled LOW)
F2 (labeled MEDIUM)
F3 (labeled LOUD)
To stop the ringing:
1. Press the TONE button,
2. OR press the F4 button (labeled SILENCE). The MENU button will exit the menu
but will not terminate the ringer.
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Oscilloscope Analysis (Audio Spectrum Analysis Screen)
The SPECT button (in the audio panel) switches the display to the Audio Spectrum
Analysis Screen. This is an oscilloscope-style display of the input waveform. It allows
visual inspection of received audio and can be helpful when identifying video and digital
transmissions. In this mode, high frequency, digital signals may have very little signal
level due to the limited sampling frequency of the OSCOR microprocessor.
To enter the Audio Spectrum Analysis Screen, press the SPECT button.
To configure the Audio Spectrum Analysis Screen:
1. In the Audio Spectrum Analysis Mode, press the MENU button (labeled CONFIG).
2. Press F1 to toggle the Peak Audio Level Display mode.
3. Press F2 to toggle the trigger mode. The trigger mode is similar to the trigger
control on an oscilloscope.
4. Press F3 AND F4 to control the trigger level setting. This allows the user to adjust
the automatic triggering function. The F3 and F4 button should be held down and
the dashed line on the screen shows the triggering level.
5. Use the EXPAND/NARROW buttons to control the time spectrum of the display.
6. Use the UP/DOWN buttons to control the vertical display size.

FIGURE 32 SPECT DISPLAY MENU
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Acoustic Correlator System (Manual)
The acoustic correlator system allows the OSCOR to recognize a signal as an
eavesdropping device. It compares complex sound patterns arriving from the reference
audio system and received audio channels. In a typical environment, there are many
passive sounds such as talking, music, and air-conditioner. When OSCOR hears the
same acoustic information on both the reference and the received channels, the threat
level increases. The correlator can be used in either the Manual or Automatic Mode of
operation described later in the manual.
To enter the Correlate Mode for manual analysis:
1. Select the desired signal in the Analyze Mode.
2. Press the CORR button to enter the Correlate Mode. Press CORR again or the
SWEEP/ANALYZE to return to the Analyze Mode.
Use the EXPAND and NARROW buttons to adjust the correlation window time.

FIGURE 33 CORRELATOR MENU

The Correlator Screen will provide a visual graph of sound pattern matching vs. time.
When the two signals have a high degree of correlation, the graph level will increase.
The bar graph at the right of the screen indicates an average of the correlation. The
threat level corresponds to the amount of correlation and is based on a scale of 1 to 5.
The following table contains recommended conclusions based on the threat level.
Threat Level
1
2
3
4
5

Conclusion
No Correlation*
Slight Correlation*
Potential threat*
Highly Probable threat
Highly Probable threat

FIGURE 34 THREAT LEVEL CLASSIFICATIONS
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* WARNING! Low correlation does not mean that the signal is not a threat; it only
means that the signal does not acoustically correlate with the selected form of
demodulation. Signals that are video content, digitally modulated, spread spectrum, or
frequency hopping will not correlate, so it is important to try to identify each signal.
Verifying Signals with Low Correlation
If a signal has low correlation, it is important to determine if the signal is being
transmitted from within the sweep environment. The best method of determining this is to
compare the signal strength within the sweep environment and outside of the sweep
environment. The best method for making this determination is to store a Friendly trace
frequency spectrum in adjacent offices and then compare the signal level in the sweep
environment using the sweep spectrum display difference mode.
Correlate Confirm Mode
The OSCOR built-in ringer (which sounds like a telephone ringing) can be used to
provide a reliable sound source for correlation.
To use the correlator confirm ringer:
1. With a signal selected in the Analyze Mode, press the CORR button to enter the
Correlate Mode.
2. Press F4 (labeled CONFIRM) or the TONE button to activate a ringer tone output
for positive ID. The volume of the ringer tone can be adjusted using the function
keys F1-F4.
* The LOUD setting for the Correlate Confirm Mode is much louder than a typical
telephone and is normally used only in large conference rooms or for penetration into an
adjacent room.
WARNING: In some cases, it is possible to have false readings from the loud mode
because the ringer is so loud that it vibrates the receiver unit at acoustic frequencies and
modulates a false signal into the receiver.

Strip Chart Plotter
The strip chart plotter can record the standards, the procedures and setup information for
a given sweep. Technicians can make notes on the printouts before entering them into a
logbook. In this manner, a sweep history of a location is available to provide faster
preparation and data collection during follow-up sweeps.
The plotter is primarily a WYSWYG (What You See is What You Get) style printing
function. In other words, to get a print of the OSCOR display, simply press the “PLOT”
button.
NOTE: Video monitor is automatically turned off when the printer is being used.
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Sweep Span Listing
The OSCOR can also print the sweep spans stored in memory. This listing will always
include the default sweep spans that are permanently stored in memory.
To plot a listing of the stored sweep spans:
1. Place the OSCOR in the Sweep Mode using the SWEEP/ANALYZE button.
2. Press the RECALL button to display the sweep span list. The RECALL button toggles
the unit between the sweep span list and the frequency spectrum view.
3. Press the PLOT button.
4. A plot may be canceled by pressing MENU.
Analyze Mode and Correlate Mode Plots
To generate a plot of the Analyze Mode or the Correlate Mode:
1. When the desired mode is displayed, press the PLOT button.
2. The plotting process can be canceled by pressing MENU.
Signal Listing
Another useful plot is the signal listing. All the signals stored in the OSCOR database can
be plotted (see page 43 Signal Storage). All signals are plotted in ascending frequency
order. Information about each signal may include threat level, time and date detected,
frequency, antenna input, bandwidth used and demodulator selected. Whether lists are
created in Automatic or Manual Mode, their appearance will be similar. In Automatic
Mode, the type of signal list and their order are determined by the setup (see page 77
Auto Plotting of Threat Signals).
To plot a signal list:
1. Place the OSCOR in the Analyze Mode by pressing the SWEEP/ANALYZE button.
2. Press the RECALL button to display the signal list. The RECALL button toggles the
unit between the signal list and the Analyze Mode spectrum view.
3. Use F1 button to filter the list printing only specific threat levels (i.e. FRIENDLY,
LOW THREATS, THREATS, etc.)
4. Press the MENU button labeled “EDIT MENU”.
5. Press the MENU button labeled “SETUP MENU”.
6. Press F3 to adjust the desired print format (“1 LINE”, “2 LINE”, and
“BLOCKLIST”).
7. Press the PLOT button to print the list that is displayed on the screen using the
print format specified under the CONFIG sub-menu (MENU button).
NOTE: Only the signals that are displayed in the recall mode will be printed. The signal

database can be filtered so that only a certain threat level can be viewed, plotted, or
deleted.
Paper Installation
To properly install the printer paper:
1. With the unit’s power on, remove the printer cover.
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2. Load a roll of paper onto the paper tray, observing the direction of the roll.
3. Lay the paper and bail in the power cord tray with a few inches of paper off the
roll.
4. Insert the paper into the slot just below the metal plate at the back of the printer.
5. Press and hold the FEED button until paper is seen at the cutting surface.
6. Place the paper and bail in the paper tray, and press FEED again to ensure
alignment and to take up any remaining slack.
7. Tear off the excess paper, and replace the printer cover.
NOTE: Each press of the FEED button advances the paper one line, whereas pressing

SHIFT followed by FEED reverses the paper one line.

WARNING: Do not attempt to plot without paper loaded. The paper prevents the
printer head from overheating. Do not try to load paper using the PLOT button instead of
the FEED button. This could result in a paper jam or damaged printer. The head must be
in the parked position to provide a gap for the paper.
NOTE: Thermal paper should be stored in a dark room, at an average temperature less
than 25 degrees Celsius and a relative humidity less than 65%. Under these conditions,
new paper remains usable and printouts in a logbook remain legible for at least 5 years.
For optimum print quality and thermal head life, use SEIKO part No. TP201-211-25C
(57.5 mm X 25 M) thermal paper or contact REI.

Miscellaneous Functions
SHIFT Functions
The SHIFT button provides access to a variety of functions that are seldom required, but
sometimes useful. These functions have been added at the request of various users
throughout the history of the OSCOR. These functions are listed in table in the quick
reference guide at the back of the manual.
Freeze Screen
There are many cases when you may wish to freeze the OSCOR display. In most of the
normal operation modes (sweep, oscilloscope analysis, etc.), this may be performed by
one of the following methods.
To freeze the OSCOR Display:
1. Press the SHIFT button.
2. Press the F3 button.
3. To un-freeze, press any key.
NOTE: if the OSCOR is in the sweep mode, the unit continues to scan, but only the
display is frozen temporarily.
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Tape Recorder Controls
Pressing the TAPE button activates and deactivates the tape recorder. Recordings provide
evidence of OSCOR’s received audio and can be useful in documenting evidence of
surveillance devices.
The record outputs have two plugs: one plug provides audio to the recorder’s
microphone input and the second provides a contact closure to remotely start the
recorder’s motor.
The OSCOR can also be configured for remote recording in Automatic Mode (see page
77 Auto Tape Recording of Threat Signals).
NOTE: There are many tape recorders that will work equally well for this option.

However, the tape recorder offered by REI does not contain a bias oscillator. It is also an
older technology tape recorder instead of a digital recorder. The main reason is that
digital tape recorders tend to have a short battery life when permanently connected to an
output source. If you use a tape recorder not supplied by REI, the recorder must have a
“remote” jack for on/off motor control. (Normally a smaller 2.5mm sub-mini phone jack
is used.)
To connect a recorder to OSCOR’s outputs:
1. Plug a 3.5mm miniature phone plug patch cord into the RECORD output jack
and the MICROPHONE input of the tape recorder.
2. For remote start/stop operation, connect a 2.5mm patch cord to the REMOTE
output and REMOTE input of the tape recorder.
To set the recorder to a ready condition:
1. Press the RECORD and PLAY buttons simultaneously on the tape recorder.
2. This will prepare the recorder to run when the unit’s REMOTE output jack gives an
ALARM (see page 77 Auto Tape Recording of Threat Signals).
To manually record:
1. Press the TAPE button. An illuminated LED and the rotation of the micro-cassette
reels indicate recording.
2. To stop recording, press the TAPE button again.
NOTE: To reduce high and low frequency noise, all recordings utilize a band-filtered
response. The voice-band filter is toggled on and off by pressing the FILTER button.
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LOCATING A THREATENING TRANSMITTER
Once a signal has been identified as an eavesdropping device (or a video transmitter),
the next step is to locate the threat signal.

Locating Low Frequency RF (10 kHz - 500 kHz) Transmitters
Low frequency RF signals (10 kHz to 500KHz) are not very practical frequencies for
bugging devices because of the extremely large antenna size required for transmission.
For this reason, it may be a better idea to rely on other equipment to find low frequency
devices such as an NLJD (ORION) or a broadband detector (CPM-700).
However, the OSCOR does provide the capability to search for low frequency signals.
These types of signals often emit from video cameras (15kHz) or the low frequency
magnetic signals emitted from tape recorders with bias oscillators. The OSCOR uses the
loop antenna and may be tuned between 10KHz and 500KHz.
WARNING: Digital recorders and most modern tape recorders do not contain bias
oscillators, and therefore, this detection process is not valid. However, it is still included
here to make the user aware of the capability.

FIGURE 35 REMOVED LOOP ANTENNA

To locate a low frequency signature:
1. Remove the loop antenna from the antenna panel.
2. Patch the separated loop antenna to the antenna panel using the 12ft 3.5mm
patch cord.
3. Place the OSCOR in the Analyze Mode (using the SWEEP/ANALYZE button) with
the TAPE REC input (for tape recorder bias oscillator detection) or RF Loop (for
low frequency signals such as 15KHz video signatures) selected (using the F1
button).
4. Press the THREAT button to bring up the Threat Locator Menu.
5. Press the F1 button to turn on the locator function (labeled “Probe On”).
6. Adjust the volume control to an acceptable level. You will hear a buzzing sound.
7. Adjust the squelch level (indicated by a horizontal dotted line) to just above the
noise threshold at 40 kHz.
8. With the loop antenna, manually sweep over any object that may contain a tape
recorder. (The loop antenna needs to be within about 3 ft for good signal
reception.)
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NOTE: It is important to remember that if the OSCOR speaker is used to broadcast the

buzzing sound, the unit is not covert. To use the loop antenna in a covert mode, the
headphones can be used in conjunction with the loop antenna.

Locating RF (500KHz to 3GHz) Transmitters
The RF locating system works on the principle that as the receiving antenna is moved
closer to the signal transmitter, the signal strength will increase. Since it is impracticable
to move the OSCOR unit around the room, the OSCOR case contains a locator probe
antenna and coaxial cable designed specifically for this purpose. The OSCOR must be
in the Analyze Mode, since the locator probe uses signal strength to locate the signal
(Page 38, Analyze Mode).

FIGURE 36 USING THE RF PROBE

To use the RF locator probe to locate an RF threat:
1. Connect the RF Probe to the OSCOR using the RF extension cable (Figure 36
USING THE RF PROBE).
2. Select the signal of interest using the cursor in the Analyze Mode.
3. Press the THREAT button to bring up the Threat Locator Menu.
4. Press the F1 button (labeled Probeoff) to turn on the locator function.
5. Adjust the volume control to an acceptable level. You should hear a buzzing
sound.
6. Adjust the squelch level (indicated by a horizontal dotted line) to the very peak of
the signal. When the squelch level is adjusted properly, the buzzing sound will
have a very low frequency pitch and may intermittently stop.
7. Walk around the room while listening to the pitch of the buzzing sound. As the
locator probe is brought into the vicinity of the transmitter, the frequency of the
buzzing sound will increase with the signal strength.

Locating RF (3GHz to 21GHz) Transmitters
To set up the locator probe hardware for signals from 3GHz to 21GHz (You must have
the MDC-2100 option for this procedure):
1. Connect the MDC-2100 into the expansion port located on the OSCOR main
panel.
2. Press F1 to toggle between the various antennas of the Downconverter.
3. Place the OSCOR in the Analyze Mode and select the desired signal. Press the
THREAT button to bring up the Threat Locator Menu.
4. Press the F1 button (labeled Probeoff) to turn on the locator function.
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5. Adjust the volume control to an acceptable level. You should hear a buzzing
sound.
6. Adjust the squelch level (indicated by a horizontal dotted line) to the very peak of
the signal. When the squelch level is adjusted properly, the buzzing sound will
have a very low frequency pitch and may intermittently stop.
7. Walk around the room while listening to the pitch of the buzzing sound. As the
locator probe is brought into the vicinity of the transmitter, the frequency of the
buzzing sound will increase with the signal strength.

FIGURE 37 LOCATE PROBE DISPLAY

NOTE: As you near the signal source, it may be necessary to adjust the squelch level. It

may also be helpful to collapse the locator probe antenna to reduce the antenna gain
when zeroing in on the threat location.

Locating Infrared Transmitters
There is not a separate locator probe for locating infrared threats. It is important to note
that infrared signals must be in line of sight between the OSCOR detector and either the
infrared transmitter or a reflection from the transmitter. The OSCOR infrared detector is
omni-directional (it has a 360-degree viewing angle), therefore, a simple method for
determining the direction of the transmitter is to block the various angles of the detector
until the signal stops.
To locate an infrared transmitter using the OTL:
1. If you can demodulate the audio from the infrared signal, you can use the OTL
device to locate the microphone.
2. This procedure is the same previously described procedure except that the
OSCOR is tuned to the specified IR signal. (See page 61 OSCOR Triangulate
and Locate Option)
To locate an infrared transmitter that cannot be demodulated (i.e. digital modulated
signal):
1. Place the OSCOR in the Sweep Mode.
2. Narrow in on the signal of interest using the Rotary Dial and the
EXPAND/NARROW buttons. Place the OSCOR in the Analyze Mode.
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3. Press the THREAT button and then F1 to turn on the locator probe function.
4. Adjust the volume so that you can hear the locator tone.
5. Adjust the squelch level so that the squelch is just above the signal level and the
tone is silenced.
6. Place the OTL parabolic reflector on the infrared detector (see the Figure below)
7. Rotate the parabolic reflector until the locator tone is at a maximum. This is the
direction of the infrared transmitter.

FIGURE 38 IR REFLECTOR

NOTE: There is no need to check for infrared transmitters in rooms without windows. For

rooms with windows, the OSCOR should be placed directly in front of the window to
detect any IR transmitters that may be transmitting through it. Infrared transmitters can
also be placed outside a building and aimed away from it. To defend against this type of
threat, it is necessary to take the OSCOR unit outside and carry it around the perimeter
of the building while scanning for IR threats. On sunny days, the OSCOR IR probe should
be shaded from direct sunlight or bright reflections to prevent overload from the Sun
(direct sunlight will not damage the IR detector).

OSCOR Triangulate and Locate Option
The OSCOR Triangulate and Locate Option (OTL-5000) is designed to locate a
microphone associated with an eavesdropping device. While the OSCOR locator probe
(see page 59 Locating RF (500KHz to 3GHz) Transmitters) is designed to locate the
transmitter antenna, the OTL-5000 option uses sonic ranging to locate the microphone.
The OTL probe hardware includes a piezo clicking device and a parabolic acoustic
reflector that plugs into the OSCOR expansion port.
The OTL-5000 device uses the speed of sound to calculate the range from the
eavesdropping microphone to three independent OTL-5000 positions. The location of
the eavesdropping microphone can be determined using basic triangulation equations
and these measurements in a manner similar to the U.S. Global Positioning system.
NOTE: The OSCOR is not covert in this mode since the OTL-5000 emits a clicking

sound to make range measurements.
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FIGURE 39 OTL-5000 PROBE

The parabolic reflector that comes with the OTL-5000 provides the ability to point the
clicking hardware at various locations to determine the location of the microphone. The
piezo device should point into the reflector (the hole pointing into the curve of the
reflector) to provide a directional sound source.
The OSCOR should be placed in a corner of the room (or test environment) with the
operator facing into the room. The triangulation equations are only designed to provide
accurate results on the exterior side of the antenna panel as described below. Since the
method relies on sonic ranging, the most accurate results are achieved when the
eavesdropping device is in line of sight to the OSCOR and on the exterior side of the
deployed antenna panel.
OTL-5000 can only
locate eavesdropping
devices on this side
of the OSCOR.

FIGURE 40 OTL LOCATING CAPABILITY

To use the OTL-5000 to locate a microphone:
1. Plug the OSCOR Triangulate & Locate device (OTL-5000) into the expansion
port.
2. Select the transmitter frequency with the cursor in the Analyze Mode.
3. Listen to the signal to confirm lock on the signal.
4. Press the THREAT Button to bring up the Location Menu.
5. Press F2 (labeled Tri/Locate) to bring up the OTL-5000 Menu.
6. Press F1 to select either a single click (labeled SINGLE) or multiple clicks (labeled
AUTO).
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TECHNICAL NOTE: The single click method provides only one click per range
measurement. The multiple click method integrates multiple clicks for a very reliable
measurement that filters out any extraneous noise. Therefore, the single click method
will work well only in a very quiet room. However, the single click method is
advantageous because it is more covert than the multiple click method. The multiple
click method is very noisy and may alert the eavesdropper.
7. Press (and release) F2, F3, or F4 to initiate the clicking device. The clicking sound
should be continuous if F1 is labeled “AUTO”.
Adjust the volume of the clicking with the UP/DOWN buttons.
Adjust the screen width with the EXPAND/NARROW buttons. For best
accuracy, the screen should be at the minimum range (Narrow) that still allows
the audio spikes to be visible.
8. Adjust the directional sound characteristics by using the parabolic reflector
attached to the OTL-5000 device. When the first spike on the display is
maximized, the OTL-5000 device is pointing in the direction of the microphone.
The OSCOR in this mode displays the range to the bug. The spikes on the screen
represent the sound of the clicking being received by the bug. The multiple spikes
are the echoes from the clicking. The rising edge of the very first spike is the direct
path to the bug and should be used for each range measurement.
9. The range is measured in three positions (represented by left, center, and right) by
placing the cursor at the rising edge of the first spike (using the Rotary Dial). The
range measurement is “locked” into memory by pressing F2, F3, or F4 for each
respective range measurement. The range measurement is based on the location
of the cursor when pressing F2, F3, or F4. Special care should be taken in the
OTL position when making measurements.

•

Left position - stretch the OTL-5000 device directly left
(over the AC power connector) until the cable is parallel to
the OSCOR main panel.

•

Center position - stretch the OTL-5000 device directly
vertical until the cable is perpendicular to the OSCOR main
panel.

•

Right position - stretch the OTL-5000 device directly right
(over the OSC-5000 printer paper) until the cable is
parallel to the OSCOR main panel.

FIGURE 41 TRIANGULATE AND LOCATE POSITIONS
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FIGURE 42 OTL RANGING SCREEN

10. After all measurements have been made, press the MENU button (labeled
LOCATE) to view the position of the microphone. The positions indicated on
the screen are referenced to the OSCOR connector tray expansion port
connector. The accuracy of the triangulated position may vary depending on
the consistency of the range measurements and the position of the
eavesdropping device.

FIGURE 43 OTL LOCATION SCREEN

TECHNICAL NOTE: It is very important to hold the clicking device in the correct position
while making measurements. Position errors of only a few inches at the clicking device
may result in errors of several feet when locating a bugging device.
TECHNICAL NOTE: If the above method results in only very small spikes or no spikes at
all, but the signal provides confirmed demodulated audio, try the following:
Adjust the range of the screen to its maximum value (60 ft/18 meters).
1. Try different bandwidths and demodulators (see pages 29 Receiver
Bandwidths and 40 Demodulators).
2. Move to another location in the room, and try again.
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DETECTING VIDEO THREATS
The OSCOR includes video demodulation capability with a built-in monitor. By providing
the camera's view, the video threat is identified.
NOTE: To conduct covert video transmitter detection, OSCOR should be placed in a

room adjacent to the suspect environment prior to entering. This will allow the OSCOR
to acquire the video signal without being caught on camera. If you recognize the picture,
or even see yourself, there is a video transmitter present.

Identifying a Video Signal
Video signals have a distinctive vibrating sound when received by the OSCOR audio
receiver, and can be identified even without a video monitor. This vibrating sound is due
to the video synch pulse within the video signal. A video signal with moving images will
have changing audio pitch due to moving images or a change of picture images. A still
image (such as an empty room) will have a constant vibrating sound.
Once a video transmitter is detected, the OSCOR locator probe can be used to locate
the video transmitter using the same method as an audio transmitter, or by simply
studying the picture.
NOTE: Here is another novel method to identify and locate a video transmitter.

First, test the room by listening to the audio sound of the video signal while
turning the lights on and off. If the audio pitch of the vibrating audio changes
significantly when the lights are turned on or off, this indicates that the video
signal is responding to the changing light level of the room and the video signal is
associated with the room. To locate the video signal, turn the lights off and use a
focused high intensity flashlight to scan the room. When the flashlight is pointed
directly at the video camera, the audio pitch of the video signal will significantly
change.
To use the Video imaging option:
1. Tune to the signal of interest in the Analyze Mode.
2. Press the IMAGE button.
3. To select a video format (NTSC, PAL, or SECAM), press F1.
4. To select a positive or negative synch pulse, press the F2 button.
5. To select the video modulation as AM or FM, press F3.
6. To turn off the monitor press the F4 button labeled “OFF”.
NOTE: The video monitor should be turned off when not in use to conserve battery

power.

Using a Separate Video Monitor
A separate video monitor may be connected to the OSCOR using the video patch cord,
Page 8.
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Analyzing Video Formats and Demodulation
OSCOR video capability can be demonstrated by tuning the OSCOR to local TV
stations; in the United States the video signal is 4.5 MHz (6 MHz for some formats) below
the audio signal. High-quality video transmitters typically contain an audio signal in the
same format as a TV signal. Since the OSCOR is designed to detect audio bugs in the
Automatic Mode, the OSCOR will detect a video/audio signal by locking in on the audio
portion. However, the OSCOR will not automatically classify a video transmitter as a
threat. The operator must manually check the detected signal and view the transmitted
video signals.
While the OSCOR video system is designed to specifically demodulate standard video
formats such as NTSC, PAL, and SECAM; there are common variations on these
standard video formats. Covert video transmitters often follow NTSC standards with the
exception that the video signal is FM modulated instead of AM. Or, the video
synchronization pulse may be inverted in order to confuse the normal video
demodulation process. The user can select the desired video demodulation (AM or FM)
or the desired synchronization pulse polarity using the main OSCOR video control menu.
It is very useful to press the SPECT button when analyzing a video signal and observing
the received signal while trying the AM/FM or synchronization polarity of the
demodulator.

FIGURE 44 VIDEO SIGNAL WITH NEGATIVE SYNCH PULSE

OSCOR 2.4GHz Video Search
Since there are so many 2.4GHz video transmitters commercially available, the OSCOR
has a built-in function that accesses the 2.4GHz video band with a minimum number of
keystrokes. This function automatically tunes the OSCOR to 2,450MHz. Once this
function is executed, you can quickly look for signals in this region of the frequency
spectrum by utilizing the EXPAND and NARROW buttons.
To rapidly look for signals in the 2.4GHz frequency band:
1. Press the SHIFT button.
2. Enter the numbers “0” “2” “4” on the keypad.
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TECHNICAL NOTE: Some video cameras emit a low-power, magnetic field at 15 kHz.
In this case, the OSCOR loop antenna may be removed from the antenna panel and
used as a locator probe (see page 58, Locating Low Frequency RF (10 kHz - 500 kHz)).
The success of this approach depends on the design of the video camera. For cameras
that are well shielded, it is unlikely this method will detect the transmitter.
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SECTION 4: OSCOR AUTOMATIC OPERATION
The OSCOR can automatically scan all programmed inputs (antennas) and frequency
bands. The best method for using the automatic mode is to run the OSCOR away from
the threat environment in a “Load Friendly” mode. This will store ambient environment
frequency spectrum data in OSCOR memory. This procedure greatly speeds up the
automatic search process because when the OSCOR is programmed to search for
bugging devices in the threat environment, the signals labeled as friendly will be ignored
unless their power level changes by greater than 4%. Otherwise, each signal detected is
stored in the internal signal database and analyzed for threat correlation (see page 78
Correlate: Acoustic Correlator System (Automatic)).
The Figure below provides a map of the automatic mode programming menus. This map
is also included at the end of this manual in the Quick Reference Guide.

Start Automatic Threat Trace and Signal Capture.
Review and/or Clear stored Signals and traces
prior to Loading Friendly or Automatic Mode.

Start Loading Friendly Trace and Signals.
Set up automatic operations

Notes from OPC

Deletes all Signals
and Traces

Configure the Correlation process
for automatic operation.

Correlate method may be set to
PASSIVE, VERIFY, or ACTIVE

Deletes Peak Trace
Select Inputs for
automatic searching.

Configure the outputs for Automatic operation.

FIGURE 45 AUTOMATIC MODE CONFIGURATION MENUS
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To program the automatic operations of the OSCOR press the AUTO/MANUAL
button. The following menu will appear:

FIGURE 46 AUTOMATIC MODE MAIN MENU

To review the current OSCOR memory utilization, Press the F1 button labeled
MEMORY & DATA MANAGE. This provides a detailed view of the signals and traces
that are currently stored in the OSCOR.
To review the automatic options, Press the F2 button labeled SETUP AUTO
OPTIONS.
To load a friendly database, Press the F3 button labeled START LOAD FRIENDLY.
To start the automatic mode and search for bugging devices, Press the F4 button
labeled START AUTO CAPTURE.
To return to the Automatic mode programming screen after reviewing either the
signal list or the input list, press the AUTO MANUAL button.
To stop the automatic operation, press the AUTO/MANUAL button.
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STEP 1 MEMORY AND DATA MANAGE
Before loading friendly or starting an automatic search, it is important to know what is
currently stored in the OSCOR memory because all new detections will be added to the
currently stored signals and spectrum traces. Pressing the F1 button (labeled “MEMORY
AND DATA MANAGE”) enters a display that shows a summary of the data that is
currently stored in the OSCOR. This data is broken into two sections: signal data and
trace data.

FIGURE 47 AUTO MODE MEMORY AND DATA MANAGE MENU

F1 is used to review the signal database signals.
F2 is used to Review the Spectrum trace display format.
F3 is used to Delete the Peak Trace Data.
F4 is used to Delete all Trace data and all Database data.
NOTE: the above figure will have “0” for all data when the OSCOR has no data stored in

memory.

WARNING: Care should be taken when using this menu to ensure that you do not erase
important sweep data prior to saving it to computer.
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STEP 2 SET UP AUTO OPTIONS
Pressing the F2 button from the Auto Mode Main Menu (Figure 46) to enter the Setup
Auto Mode menu.

FIGURE 48 CONFIGURE AUTO MODE MENU

This menu provides the ability to:
F1 – INPUT SPANS – Edit the available antenna inputs for automatic searching. (This
is the same as pressing the RECALL button in the SWEEP mode.)

FIGURE 49 AUTO MODE INPUT SPANS

F2 – VIEW NOTES – The ability to view Notes about this sweep that were created
using OPC. These can only be created using the OPC software. You cannot
create them from the OSCOR keypad. The Figure below shows the screen with
no notes entered.

FIGURE 50 NOTES FROM PC
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F3 – OUTPUT OPTIONS – Sets up the outputs for automatic operation. These
outputs include threat Alert tone, threat signal plotting, automatic audio
recording of threat signals, and status of the OSCOR display.

FIGURE 51 AUTO MODE SETUP OPTIONS

F4 – CORRELAT OPTIONS – Sets up the Correlator operation in the automatic
mode.

FIGURE 52 AUTO MODE CORRELATE OPTIONS

The above menus are described in further detail in the following subsections.
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Input Spans for Automatic Operation
Unless otherwise specified, the frequency range scanned for each input is the default
span noted in Figure 30 Sweep Span Display. However, alternative frequency spans can
be scanned in the same input band. This allows the user to program multiple frequency
windows within the same input device.
The OSCOR has 6 pre-programmed input frequency spans that include the available
range of the electromagnetic spectrum. The bandwidths used for automatic operation are
covered in the Figure below. Up to 100 additional frequency spans may be in memory.
Additional span or input parameters are described in detail on page 46 Sweep Span
Storage. These stored additional frequency spans can be recalled and/or modified in the
Manual Mode using the normal STORE/RECALL functions.
The following chart shows the pre-programmed (default) inputs and their associated
frequency ranges.
Labeled Input
RF LOOP
WHIP Lo
WHIP Hi
DISCONE
MDC
INFRARED**
AC VLF*

Default Frequency Range
10 kHz - 510 kHz
500 kHz - 5.5 MHz
5 MHz - 1505 MHz
1505 MHz - 3005 MHz
3 GHz – 21 GHz
10 kHz - 5 MHz
10 kHz - 5 MHz

FIGURE 53 PRE-PROGRAMMED DEFAULT INPUT SPANS

*The AC VLF Mode checks the power cord for carrier current signal. The AC power cord
can be plugged into outlets to check the AC power, or the power cord may be used with
the AC VLF adapter to check any unknown pair of wires.
** The infrared detector receives wavelengths between 850-1050 nm. This covers the
majority of available infrared transmitters.
The Automatic Mode operation contains an automatic squelch level setting. The far-left
column of the sweep span list screen displays the automatic squelch level status for
Automatic Mode operation. The available selections are “Span Off,” “FastSkim”,
“MedHunt”, and “Deep Dig”. These selections automatically control the squelch level
setting of the automatic operation.
Span Off - the frequency span will not be swept in the Automatic Mode.
FastSkim - the frequency span will be swept at a very fast pace because the
squelch threshold is set relatively high and only the stronger signals will be
detected.
MedHunt - the frequency span will be swept at a moderate pace and medium
strength signals will be detected.
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Deep Dig - the frequency span will be swept at slow pace because the squelch
level is set very low and even very weak signals are analyzed. This mode
may also detect many “false” signals that are nothing more than deceptive
noise signals.
Trace – directs the OSCOR to update the trace data for this span, but it does not
search and log individual signals.
It is important to note that most bugging signals will be somewhat powerful if you are in
the room in which the bug is located. Therefore, most bugs can be found using FastSkim
or MedHunt. Therefore, if you use MedHunt, the unit first makes a pass using FastSkim in
hopes that bug is reasonably strong signal and you will find the bug very fast. For the
same reason, if you use Deep Dig, the unit automatically goes through FastSkim and
MedHunt first to quickly find the bugs before the unit gets into the long and slow process
of Deep Dig.
To select the sweep inputs:
1. Go to the Input spans menu as described above in Figure 49.

2. Use the UP/DOWN buttons to select the desired sweep span.
3. Press the F1 button multiple times to select the desired automatic squelch setting.
To delete or reset the sweep span Inputs:
1. In the sweep span list display, Press F4 labeled “EDIT AS A GROUP”
2. In the Reset/Delete Menu:
F1 - Resets all spans to a desired level.
F2 - Resets all spans to factory defaults.
F3 – Turns the attenuator On or Off for all spans.
F4 - Erases all manually stored spans, but retains default inputs.
NOTE: Sweep time is largely dependent on the number of signals in the ambient

environment and the settings on the Correlate Mode (see page 78 Correlate: Acoustic
Correlator System (Automatic)).
The Deep Dig Mode is the most reliable method of detecting low power signals, but it
has the slowest sweep time and may detect false signals (bumps in the noise). If the
OSCOR is to be used for a very thorough sweep, the Deep Dig Mode should be used.
However, most bugs that have sufficient power to reach a receiving station within 50
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yards (approximately 50m) are of sufficient power to be easily detected by the MedHunt
Mode.

Output Options
Provides for setup of output devices:
Audible Alert - provides an audible ring when a threat is detected.
Autoplot - automatically plots a running threat listing or sweep plot.
Autotape - records the threat audio signal for a specified time interval.
Screen (ACTIVE or BLANKED) - screen activity can be hidden during Automatic
Mode operation to make the unit less conspicuous.
To enter the Outputs Set Up Menu
1. From the main
2. Press the AUTO/MANUAL button to enter the main Auto mode setup screen.
3. Press the F2 button labeled SETUP AUTO (Figure 46 Automatic Mode Main
Menu).
4. Press the F3 button labeled OUTPUT OPTIONS (Figure 48 Configure Auto
Mode Menu).

FIGURE 54 AUTO MODE OUTPUT OPTION MENU

Automatic Mode Audible Alert
Using this option, the OSCOR will provide an audible alert when a threat is detected in
the Automatic Mode. A signal is classified as a threat when its level exceeds the threat
level threshold (see page 78 - Acoustic Correlator System (Automatic).)
To turn on the Automatic Mode audible alert:
1. Enter the Automatic Mode Output Configuration Menu as described above.
2. Press the F1 button (labeled ALERT/TONE VOL) under the Automatic Mode
Outputs Configuration Menu to toggle the audible alert between OFF, LOW,
MED, & LOUD. The red LED over the TONE button being illuminated indicates
the activation of the audible alert.
The volume of the tone alert can also be set without entering the Automatic Mode
Configuration Menu by using the procedure described on page 51, Tone Ringer System.
In the Automatic Mode, the alert tone will ring for approximately 3 seconds for each
single threat that exceeds the threat level threshold.
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Auto Plotting of Threat Signals
Using this option, the OSCOR provides printed information about each threat signal
exceeding the specified threat level. When the feature is activated, there are four options
for plot styles to choose from. You may choose from these choices: 1 line, 2 line, block,
and chart.
The signal listing methods provide a short description of threat signals that are
encountered. All signals are plotted as they are detected. Information about each threat
includes threat level, time and date detected, frequency and bandwidth used, and input
and demodulator selected. This plotting method provides a quick hardcopy of the
necessary signal information and requires very little paper or plotting time. Experiment
with these methods to view the various results. However, the 2-line method provides the
most information on the least amount of paper.
The plot style chart provides a graph of each threat signal encountered. This mode
requires additional paper and increases plotting time, but it provides more information
about the signal.
To toggle between the plot style, 1 line, 2 line, block, and chart modes:
1. Enter the Automatic Mode Output Configuration Menu as described above.
2. Press the F2 button (labeled PLOT STYLE) under the Outputs Menu to toggle the
plotting options through the options of 1 Line, 2 Line, BLOCK, CHART, and OFF.
Auto Tape Recording of Threat Signals
Using this option, the OSCOR will provide a timed tape recording of each received
signal exceeding the specified threat level. Refer to page 57 Tape Recorder Controls for
more information about the tape recorder.
To activate or deactivate the Auto Tape Recording Mode:
1. Enter the Automatic Mode Output Configuration Menu as described above.
2. Press the F3 button (labeled RECORDER/TIME OUT) under the Outputs Menu to
activate (or deactivate) the Automatic Recording Mode.
3. Enter the number of minutes that you wish to record of each threat signal.
Entering a number of “0” will default the OSCOR to 6 minutes.
NOTE: The tape recorder must be properly plugged into the OSCOR unit with the

2.5mm REMOTE jack connected to the tape recorder remote control jack and the
3.5mm OUT jack plugged into the tape recorder microphone input.
Display Mode
During automatic operation, other personnel may encounter the OSCOR. It is
recommended that the OSCOR screen be de-activated so that a casual observer will not
know what the OSCOR is doing.
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To de-activate the screen during automatic operation:
1. Enter the Automatic Mode Output Configuration Menu as described above
2. Press the F4 button (labeled DISPLAY MODE) to toggle the Screen Display Mode.
With the screen in the Blanked Mode and the Automatic Mode activated, the screen will
remain blank until the AUTO/MANUAL button is pressed to stop the Automatic Mode.

Correlate Options - Acoustic Correlator System (Automatic)
Options at this level allow the user to change the threat level threshold, correlation
method, acquire time, and analyze time. For an overview of the acoustic correlator
system refer to page 53 (Acoustic Correlator System (Manual)). The correlator operation
is configured for the Automatic Mode using the Automatic Mode Set Up Menu.
NOTE: With the OSCOR in the Automatic Mode, each signal detected is stored in the
OSCOR memory.

To enter the Correlator Set Up Menu:
1. From the CONFIGURE AUTO Menu, press the F4 button (labeled START AUTO).
2. Press the F2 button (labeled CONFIG CORR).

FIGURE 55 AUTO MODE CORRELATE SET-UP MENU

IN THIS MENU, THE FOLLOWING BUTTONS PERFORM THE INDICATED FUNCTIONS
F1 - toggles the Correlate method between LD FRND, PASSIVE, VERIFY, and
ACTIVE. These methods are described in detail in the following sub-sections.
F2 - toggles the Correlate ACQUIRE time window between 3, 5, and 10 seconds.
F3 - toggles the ANALYZE time window between 10, 30, and 60 seconds.
F4 - toggles through the available threat alert thresholds (2,3,4,or 5).
NOTE: The ACQUIRE function is only applicable to the PASSIVE and VERIFY methods of

correlation.
NOTE: The ANALYZE function time selection is only applicable to the PASSIVE and

VERIFY methods of correlation. When a threat signal is detected in the Automatic Mode
of operation and the threat level exceeds the specified level, the alarm system is
activated. This alarm system activates the output options specified in Outputs on page 76
Output Options. The sensitivity of the correlator and alert system are adjusted by setting
the threat level threshold. It is recommended that the threat level be set to 3 or 4.
To clear an alert message and the flashing LED alert indicator:
1. Press the TONE button.
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2. The alarm LED indicator should change from a flashing mode to a constant
illumination (when the tone is activated) or no illumination (when the tone is not
activated).
Passive Correlation
In the Passive Mode of correlation, the OSCOR is completely covert and relies on passive
sounds in the environment for correlation. To increase the speed and accuracy of the
correlation when operating in the Passive Mode, the OSCOR will systematically tune to
each signal and perform two types of correlation:
1. A short term Acquire screen is the primary method of identifying a signal
containing correlation by detecting peaks within the screen’s scan time. This
Acquire function is usually performed for a relatively short period of time and
relies on the peak of the correlation window. If the threat level does not exceed
the specified threshold during the Acquire time, the system classifies it as a threat
level 1 and continues scanning.
2. If a correlation peak exceeding the threat level threshold is detected in the primary
Acquire screen, the system will immediately enter a 10, 30, or 60 second analyze
screen to perform statistical analysis of the function vs. time. In this Correlation
Analyze Mode, the threat level indicates the average of the threat correlation over
the specified time window. This average threat level is stored in memory along
with other signal information.
Verify Correlation
In the Verify Mode, the correlation process functions exactly like the Passive Mode, with
an additional ringer tone to ensure that the threat signal is real. In the Verify Mode, the
OSCOR provides an audible ringer tone at the completion of the passive correlation for
an additional correlation check. Since the ringer tone is used internally as the reference
audio, the correlator sensitivity is further increased, improving threat detection and
providing confirmation that an eavesdropping device exists.
NOTE: Since this mode provides an audible tone, it may not be considered covert by

some standards. However, the tone is designed to sound like a telephone ringer, and in
most situations, the ringer tone will be broadcast only a few times during a sweep.
Active Correlation
In the Active Correlation Mode, there is no Acquire and Analyze using passive operation.
Instead, the OSCOR broadcasts an audible tone for 3 seconds during the correlation
process of each signal. This mode of operation is definitely not covert, but it is very
reliable and fast, since it uses a known signal for correlation and needs only 3 seconds to
study each signal.
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STEP 3 LOAD FRIENDLY DATABASE
Pressing the F3 button in the Automatic mode main menu starts the load friendly process.
In this mode, the OSCOR first updates the Friendly Trace Spectrum and then begins
search through the frequency range to store continuous wave signals. This mode is to be
used away from the target sweep environment so that the OSCOR can be pre-loaded
with the majority of the ambient environment signals.
NOTE: When the automatic mode is run in the normal mode (searching for bugs) signals
labeled as friendly are ignored unless the signal strength level has deviated by more than
5%.

FIGURE 56 AUTO MODE START MENU

FIGURE 57 AUTO MODE RUNNING LOAD FRIENDLY

(2 CYCLES COMPLETED)

When running in the Load Friendly Mode, the display indicates “LOADING FRIENDLY”
near the center of the display between the graphs.
WARNING: The load friendly process should never be executed in the target sweep
environment to prevent accidentally loading a bugging signal as a friendly signal.
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STEP 4 START AUTO MODE
Pressing the F4 button in the Automatic mode main menu starts the automatic mode. See
“Figure 56 AUTO MODE START MENU” above.

In this mode, the OSCOR will evaluate every detected “non-friendly” signal for
correlation. This mode is used in the target sweep environment specifically to look for
bugging devices.

FIGURE 58 AUTO MODE RUNNING, PASSIVE CORRELATE (2 CYCLES COMPLETED)

When running in the Automatic mode, the display indicates the type of correlation and
the squelch level setting near the center of the display between the graphs.
NOTE: Signals that are labeled as “FRIENDLY” are ignored unless the signal strength

level has deviated by more than 5%.
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SECTION 5: DETECTING SOPHISTICATED
TRANSMITTERS
The OSCOR is extremely reliable at automatically detecting and logging continuous
transmission signals in the automatic mode; however, some digitally modulated
sophisticated transmitters will not be automatically logged in automatic mode. To be
more specific, AM, FM, and Sub-carrier modulated signals are easily logged
automatically, but a Burst Transmitter, a Frequency Hopper, and many Spread Spectrum
signals will not be logged in the OSCOR automatic mode because there is no stable
carrier frequency for the OSCOR firmware to lock onto. Therefore, an additional
procedure using the OSCOR Peak Display is required.
The OSCOR Peak Display Mode goes beyond this normal Spectrum Display Function to
provide increased functionality. This function is a unique memory buffer that is
continuously updated. In other words, no matter what the user is doing with the OSCOR
or whether or not the OSCOR is in manual or automatic mode, the OSCOR Peak
Display memory buffer is constantly being updated. Therefore, if energy is captured from
a short transmission such as a Burst or Frequency Hopper, the evidence of this event is
stored in memory in the Peak Display Memory buffer even if the Peak Display is not being
displayed. Furthermore, the Peak display mode and the Friendly Trace provide an
excellent opportunity to quickly see the difference between the RF spectrum traces
between two different locations.
Below is an example of the Peak and Real-time sweep display.

Frequency
Hopping
Threat

Burst
Transmitter

Cell Phone Band
Pager Signal

FIGURE 59 PEAK MINUS FRIENDLY DISPLAY

In this figure, the top portion of the graphic shows the stored Friendly and Peak traces.
The graphic on the bottom shows the difference between these two traces. In this
example, two threats (Frequency hopper, and Burst transmitter) were introduced into the
environment to demonstration the OSCOR function. These signals are labeled on the
graph and will be discussed in the further sections in more detail.
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The main concept is to recognize the difference in the spectrum traces and evaluate each
difference manually.
Furthermore, this particular display is showing the frequency band from 5MHz to
1505MHz, and the frequency spectrum may become much busier in a larger city. In this
case, you can simply zoom into each portion of the spectrum and analyze the areas as
needed. It should also be noted that the OSCOR Peak Display mode stores frequency
information at 50kHz resolution throughout the frequency band. Therefore, when the
display is zoomed in to view a signal, the Peak display graph may appear to have coarse
steps, but the main evidence of transmission will be maintained.

SOME SOPHISTICATED TRANSMITTER TYPES
Sophisticated signals are not always logged by the OSCOR in automatic mode due to
the nature of their transmission frequency, however evidence of these types of
sophisticated transmitters can be detected using the OSCOR’s manual sweep displays.

Spread Spectrum
Spread Spectrum technology spreads the transmitted energy over a wide frequency
spectrum, making the transmitter more elusive. Due to the method of digital encoding in
the spread spectrum signal, there may appear to be multiple low-level signals that are
frequency hopping.

Burst Transmitters
Burst Transmitters are devices that store audio information for a period of time, and then
in a single burst radiate out all of the information in a period fashion. These devices are
digitally modulated and typically very wide bandwidth depending on the burst period and
duty cycle. The burst period depends on the design of the device, but could be every few
milliseconds to many minutes. However, it is possible to have a burst transmitter that only
transmits every few hours. This type would be extremely difficult to detect because of the
long period of time with no transmission. In this case, an NLJD is recommended.
The OSCOR can display the difference between the peak display and the real-time
display. By displaying the peak minus real-time display, all continuous wave signals will
be subtracted from the display, and the remaining graph will simply display the evidence
from intermittent transmitters that have radiated but have ceased to transmit.

Frequency-hopping
Frequency-hopping bugs are designed to transmit on one frequency for a very short
period of time (5 to 100 milliseconds) and then change frequency to an apparently
random new frequency. These frequency hoppers will hop to several different frequency
channels within a well-defined bandwidth. A frequency hopper is typically a digitally
modulated signal, but can be analog.
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SOPHISTICATED TRANSMITTER DETECTION METHOD
The best method of detecting sophisticated transmitters is to utilize the OSCOR Spectrum
Display modes to reveal the existence of sophisticated transmitters. The basic method is
the following:
1. Load Friendly signals at some distance away from the target environment (at least
½ mile).
2. When you enter the target room, first Clear the Peak Display Memory using the
following procedure:
a. Place the OSCOR in the Sweep mode.
b. Press the MENU button labeled “CONFIG”.
c. Press the F4 button labeled “MANAGE TRACES”
d. Press the F4 button to Delete the Peak Display Memory.
e. Press the F1 button to confirm the Peak Display Memory Delete.
3. Perform the normal Automatic analysis using the Automatic mode and then
evaluating all of the newly detected signals manually. (Note: During this time, the
peak memory display buffer is continuously being updated both during the normal
automatic and manual functions. If you have additional time, the OSCOR should
be placed in the Sweep mode with the Whip Hi Antenna selected. Simply letting
the unit sit in this mode for several minutes (up to 1 hour) will further improve the
probability of detection for any potential sophisticated transmitter.
To Search for Frequency Hoppers and Burst Transmitters:
1. Place the OSCOR (or OPC software) in the Peak minus Real-time display mode
so that any evidence of sporadic transmissions will be displayed.
2. Use the EXPAND or NARROW buttons to examine any suspicious trace data.
NOTE: you will see evidence of cell phones, pagers, two-way radios, or any other

signal that is not currently transmitting.
To Search for Spread Spectrum Transmitters and other Digital modulations not easily
detected automatically.
1. Place the OSCOR (or OPC software) in the Peak minus Friendly display mode so
that any evidence of RF spectrum differences will be displayed.
2. Use the EXPAND or NARROW buttons to examine any suspicious trace data.
To better understand these methods of detection, several examples and graphics are
provided in the following sections.
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PEAK DISPLAY EXAMPLES
Below are various examples of certain types of transmitters when viewed using the Peak
display options.

Pager Example
While a pager is certainly not a sophisticated transmitter, it is provided mainly to explain
the concept of the Peak Display mode. This is a simple paging transmission band with 3
primary channels. The channel in the middle is transmitting while the two outside
channels were temporarily silent. This difference Invert display was chosen as an example
because it provides an easy means of visually separating the Peak, the Real-time, and the
difference display.

Difference
Peak
Real-time

FIGURE 60 EXAMPLE OF PAGER SIGNAL IN PEAK
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Spread Spectrum Example
Spread Spectrum technology spreads the transmitted energy over a wide frequency
spectrum, making the transmitter more elusive. Due to the method of digital encoding in
the spread spectrum signal, there may appear to be multiple low-level signals that are
frequency hopping. If you are unsure if the signal is a threat, try the procedures described
on page 98 (Suspicious Signals).
The best method to identify potential spread spectrum threats is to rely on the Peak minus
Friendly spectrum display. Using this approach, signals that are unique to the threat
environment are quickly identified.

Spread Spectrum
Signal

FIGURE 61 SPREAD SPECTRUM DISPLAY EXAMPLE

Cell Phones

Spread Spectrum
(20MHz Bandwidth)

Pager

FIGURE 62 SPREAD SPECTRUM EXAMPLE 2
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Burst Transmitter Example
In the example below, a graphic is provided simply to indicate that at any given sweep
(meaning the receiver sweep across the frequency spectrum), the OSCOR may only
capture a portion of the transmission as indicated below. However, on multiple sweeps
(passes through the spectrum) the entire envelope of the transmission may be filled in as
indicated by the Peak Display.

Burst Transmitter

FIGURE 63 BURST TRANSMITTER PEAK DISPLAY (1500MHZ AND 250MHZ SPAN)

The Figure below is provided as an alternate example simply to point out that you may
capture different portions of the burst signal, or possibly you will not capture any of the
signal on any given pass. However, all of these graphics were generated in a 5-minute
time period using a transmitter device that is advertised as being “undetectable by the
OSCOR”. Clearly this transmitter is easily detected.

FIGURE 64 BURST TRANSMITTER PEAK DISPLAY ALTERNATE EXAMPLES

The graphic below was generated in about 4 minutes at a narrow span of 100MHz to
completely fill in the full spectrum.

FIGURE 65 BURST TRANSMITTER FULL SPECTRUM
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Frequency-Hopping Example
Another new type of elusive eavesdropping device is the frequency-hopping device. As
the name implies, frequency-hopping bugs are designed to transmit on one frequency for
a very short period of time (5 to 100 milliseconds) and then change frequency to an
apparently random new frequency. These frequency hoppers will hop to several different
frequency channels within a well-defined bandwidth.
In the Automatic Mode, the OSCOR will have a difficult time detecting frequencyhopping bugs, because the signal usually changes frequencies before the correlation
analysis can confirm a threat. However, Peak Display Mode helps detect the frequency
hopping threat, see page 34 Peak Trace Display.

FIGURE 66 PEAK DISPLAY FREQUENCY HOPPING EXAMPLE

The above figure shows the various channels associated with a frequency-hopping
transmitter.
If a frequency-hopping signal is found in the frequency spectrum, it is very difficult to
determine the physical location of the transmitter, as the OSCOR receiver is unable to
lock on the rapidly moving signal. The following procedure is suggested to determine if
the signal is being transmitted from within the target environment.
To locate a frequency hopping signal:
1. Display the Frequency Hopping signal in the Sweep mode using the Peak display
mode as shown in Figure 66 Peak Display Frequency Hopping Example.
2. Allow the OSCOR to sweep for several minutes to fill in the hopping channels.
3. Press the PLOT button to print the frequency spectrum, and label the plot with the
physical location or room in which it was produced.
4. Clear the Peak Display memory
a. Press the MENU button
b. Press the F4 button labeled “MANAGE TRACES”
c. Press the F4 button labeled “Delete Traces / PEAK”
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d. Compare the signal strength of the frequency-hopping signal in several
locations around the building and outside using the OSCOR plotter by
repeating steps 1 through 4.
5. Compare the signal strength of each signal by overlaying the various plots and
holding them up to a light source. Using this method you can determine if the
signal is originating from within the building or from outside. If the signal is
stronger outside the building than any of the inside locations, the signal is
probably not an eavesdropping device within the building.
6. If the signal strength is stronger inside the building, localize on the room
containing the strongest signal using the plots and use a Broadband field strength
meter to find the physical location of the transmitter. For this kind of threat, a
thorough physical search is imperative.
The important thing to understand is that to have a good probability of detection, using
the previously described method, the OSCOR only needs to intercept some energy from
any one of the channels to indicate a potential threat.
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SECTION 6: CONDUCTING A SWEEP
This section provides a general guide for conducting sweeps; however, the methods
outlined are not the only ways the OSCOR may be used. This section is not intended to
be comprehensive. However, it presents possible methods and procedures that may
enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of a sweep.

PREPARING FOR A SWEEP
Each individual must choose the thoroughness desired in a sweep. A professional sweep
should include inspection of all phones and electrical outlets, testing carrier current and
all phone lines, inspecting all crawl spaces and ceiling spaces for suspicious wiring and
checking all speaker (intercom) system wiring.
When contracting a professional sweep team, the number of people aware of the sweep
schedule should be kept to a minimum. This will decrease the likelihood of a spy learning
of the sweep. However, it should be well publicized that random sweeps are performed.
An internal eavesdropping threat is greatly reduced when personnel know that regular
sweeps are conducted.
Furthermore, organizations should perform mini-sweeps at least once a week and before
and after important meetings. These should include physical inspection of all office
spaces and easily accessible wiring, and use of the OSCOR in the Automatic Mode for a
RF sweep of the environment. These can be performed by in-house security personnel
and are meant to serve as both effective deterrents and effective sweeps.
When the OSCOR is not being used in a dedicated sweep, it can be placed in an
inconspicuous location and allowed to run continuously in the Automatic Mode. Each
week, the OSCOR memory should be reviewed and cleared after each stored signal is
manually reviewed.

Planning for a Sweep
It is important to remember that if your environment is being monitored, your
eavesdropper may be aware of your suspicions. Sweep teams rarely find bugging
devices, but they often find evidence that bugging devices have been present. If an
eavesdropper is aware of an upcoming sweep, the sweep team will probably not find any
bugs, but the eavesdropping may continue. Sweeps can fail for many different reasons:
The eavesdropper finds out about the scheduled sweep.
The sweep is discussed over a bugged phone.
The sweep is posted on a company calendar.
The eavesdropper observes the sweep team arrival.
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The sweep is performed after hours, but the eavesdropping equipment is activated
only during business hours.
The sweep equipment is the wrong equipment or is not used properly. There are
many bug detectors on the market that are merely toys with lights and knobs, and
not all expensive equipment will necessarily meet your specific needs.
The sweep team is careless or poorly trained.
A sweep is conducted prior to a meeting, but someone wears a body bug or tape
recorder into the meeting.

Scheduling a Sweep
Do not discuss the sweep on any phone or within the building of the target environment.
As few people as necessary should be notified of an upcoming sweep. When scheduling
a professional sweep, the contractor should be contacted using phones outside the target
area. It is very important to understand the qualifications, capabilities, and limitations of
the contracted personnel.

Time of Sweep
If possible, the sweep should be conducted during business hours in conference rooms
and corporate offices when bugs are more likely to be active. For offices and rooms that
are accessible to all employees, it is recommended that the sweep be conducted in the
evenings or on weekends. A sweep should be performed as soon as possible after the
sweep team has been contacted, in order to minimize the possibility of personnel finding
out about the planned sweep.

Environment Setup
Since some devices may be controlled remotely, conducting a fictitious yet plausible
meeting can prompt the eavesdropper to activate all devices. If the meeting is advertised
as very important with outside executives attending, the eavesdropper may even heighten
the level of surveillance. All office equipment (coffeepots, computers, lights, copiers, fax,
etc.) should be turned on to activate any potential bugs. If the sweep will occur during
normal working hours, the sweep personnel should be dressed as typical employees or
business colleagues. The sweep equipment is more effective if it is easily transported and
disguised.

Understanding Threat Type
Beforehand, try to determine if the threat is internal or external. An internal threat is more
common but tends to be less sophisticated. An external threat typically relies on inside
help in planting devices and stealing company information. Also, try to discover the
purpose of the threat and the cost of confidential information. Understanding the type of
threat can provide additional insight into the type and sophistication of the surveillance
devices.
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BASIC PROCEDURE FOR A SWEEP
This section provides a general recommended procedure for conducting a sweep. These
procedures are general in nature and do provide detailed OSCOR procedures. Detailed
OSCOR procedures are previously provided in this manual and only referenced in this
section. It should also be understood that there are many factors that may affect how a
sweep is performed. Sweep procedures will need to be modified to accommodate these
factors. It is the responsibility of the trained professional to adapt the procedures as
needed. Factors affecting sweep procedures include:
• Reason for conducting the sweep
• Perceived threat level sophistication
• Ambient RF environment
o Internal Wireless systems (WAN, security radios, etc.)
o Location of local antennas (Cell, TV, Radio, Satellite, etc…)
• Size and number of rooms in the target environment (offices, conference rooms,
cubicles, board rooms, presentation rooms, laboratories, engineering offices,
etc…)
• Other security procedures related to the target environment
o Access Control
o Information Security procedures
o Personnel security procedures and background checks
• Contents of the target environment (furniture, computer equipment, electronic
equipment, etc.)
Basic suggested procedure for a dedicated sweep:
1. At least ½ mile (.8 km) from the target building, run the OSCOR in a Load
Friendly mode. Ensure that the memory has been erased for all signal database
data as well as trace data (see page 80 Step 3 Load Friendly Database).
NOTE: If you have generated and stored friendly signals using the OPC Interface

software, simply download the stored information from your PC instead of
Loading Friendly signals from the OSCOR.

2. Before entering the target room, manually check the most common video
frequencies (900-930 MHz, 2.4GHz, 5.7GHz).
3. Activate a known sound source (see page 95 Activating a Known Sound Source).
4. Enter the target room, turn on the OSCOR in the manual mode and clear the
peak trace data. In Whip Hi Sweep Display (this is the default) turn on the Peak
display minus the Friendly display. This will automatically display any obvious
differences in the current environment spectrum compared to the Friendly
spectrum.
5. Differences in these displays should be quickly checked manually for potential
threats. This step will detect most threats very rapidly.
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6. Set up the OSCOR in the Automatic Mode to search the WhipLo, WhipHi, and
Discone Frequency inputs. Check desired settings and activate Auto Mode. Allow
Automatic mode to run through at least 2 passes for increased reliability.
7. Perform a physical search while the OSCOR runs in Automatic Mode.
8. Review all signals detected in automatic sweep. Designate all known friendly
signals as FRIENDLY. Any unidentifiable signals should be checked for sub-carrier
and video content.
9. Review all Friendly signals for the presence of Snuggle bugs.
10. Manually check infrared input (see page 96, Considerations for Infrared and
Laser Threats).
11. Manually check for signals above 3GHz using the MDC-2100 (if you have this
option).
12. Manually check electrical outlets using power cord (AC VLF) for carrier current
(see page 97 Checking For Carrier Current Threats).
13. In the Sweep mode turn on the Peak display minus the Real-Time display. This will
automatically display any signals that are intermittent in nature. This display
should be examined for both Whip Hi and Discone. For example, if any energy
from a burst or frequency hopper has been encountered sometime during the
previous sweep activities, the evidence will be displayed in the Peak display minus
the Real-time display.
14. Differences in these displays should be quickly checked manually for potential
threats. This step will detect sophisticated threats that are not detectible with
normal automatic operation.
NOTE: If you have the OSCOR PC Interface software, the signal database should

be permanently stored on computer disk for future comparison. Then, every signal
should be labeled as either a DECLARE (meaning declared threat) or a FRIENDLY.
15. Use the triangulate and locate option or the locator probe to locate confirmed
threats. (Do not remove threats! The proper authorities, those who will determine
the proper course of action, should conduct this procedure.
16. Allow the OSCOR to continue monitoring your environment after all signal
verification is completed.

Loading a Friendly Database
The Load Friendly automatic operation will store signals with constant carrier frequencies
as a friendly signal (see page 80).
In the Load Friendly mode, the OSCOR stores a friendly reference spectrum trace as well
as individual signals that are common to the ambient environment (see page 80). This
should be done at least 1/2 mile (.8 km) from the building to prevent accidentally storing
a threat as a friendly signal.
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The reference trace provides a very quick method of comparing the differences of the RF
spectrum of a Friendly environment with the Target environment. Also, once inside the
target environment, initiate the Automatic Mode on the OSCOR to look for signal
differences. The friendly signals will be ignored, and the OSCOR will scan quickly,
detecting any new signals, which should be cause for suspicion.
If you have the OSCOR Personal Computer Interface accessory, load the friendly signals
once, then store them in your personal computer. For future sweeps, download the
stored signals from your PC to the OSCOR. This is faster and easier than loading signals
at safe distances before every sweep.
WARNING: If the OSCOR is placed too close to the target environment when
pre-loading the friendly signals, it is possible to detect and store an
eavesdropping transmitter as a friendly signal. It is, therefore, highly
recommended that each signal be manually inspected for verification, and that
the OSCOR be at least ½ mile (.8 km) from the building when pre-loading the
memory. This procedure should be exercised with caution or not used at all.
TECHNICAL NOTE: There are many intermittent signals that are only detected
occasionally such as a digital pager or a cellular phone system. These signals should not
be cause for immediate alarm, but they should be investigated.

Secure The Area
Once the sweep is in progress, do not let employees wander into the sweep area. For
sweeps performed during working hours, an employee, perhaps a receptionist should be
stationed outside of the target area to prevent intrusions. The employee does not have to
be aware of the sweep, but should be informed that an important meeting is in progress
and that no one is to be disturbed for any reason. Once inside the target area, close all
drapes and doors inside the area.

Activating a Known Sound Source
Activate a typical sound source of a work environment such as “elevator” music or easy
listening. Music should be at a volume slightly louder than typical background music.
Most buildings have an intercom system or speaker system that may be used to flood the
environment with sound.
NOTE: If a radio or TV signal has not been pre-loaded as a friendly signal, the OSCOR
will provide a false threat warning when the signal is detected, because the audio signal
will correlate with the sound source.
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The sound source provides many benefits:
It masks the noises associated with testing and inspection sweep activities.
It provides a good reference sound source for the OSCOR to perform threat
correlation.
It may activate sound-controlled devices.
If a built-in speaker system is used to flood an entire area (several offices, a floor
of a building or an entire building), the OSCOR will correlate on threats that may
be located anywhere in the area as long as the bug’s transmitted signal is of
sufficient strength. In other words, with a known sound source flooding the
building, the OSCOR can sweep many rooms at once.
If the known sound source is fed directly into the OSCOR using the external
reference input jack, then the correlation sensitivity is increased, which further
increases the OSCOR detection range.

Considerations for Infrared and Laser Threats
Since infrared signals cannot be transmitted through walls, infrared bugging devices are
typically placed near windows or outside the building with a wired microphone in the
building. For this reason, the OSCOR should be placed near a window when sweeping
for infrared threats. The drapes or mini-blinds should be closed to make sure no one
observes your activities. If the windows are large, it may be necessary to move the
OSCOR to several locations when sweeping for infrared signals. If there is an infrared
transmitter in the room of interest, some of the infrared signal will be reflected off the
window, which provides additional opportunity for detection. The OSCOR should also
be taken outside (during the night to prevent the sun from interfering with the OSCOR
infrared detector) and 20 to 30 ft away from all windows. (All window coverings within
the building should be opened for this type of sweep.)
NOTE: When sweeping for infrared signals outside a building the Correlate Mode cannot

be used accurately unless the sound source from within the building can be fed into the
OSCOR audio input. This can be accomplished by using a portable radio or Walkman,
and a common radio station as the sound source. As long as the same music within the
building is patched directly into the OSCOR, the Correlate Mode will function normally.
NOTE: When used outside the building, the OSCOR is not in a covert mode.
NOTE: It is not practical to search for infrared signals outside high-rise buildings even

though they may be received from adjacent high-rise buildings. However, infrared is
easily diffracted by windows and may still be detected within the target environment.
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Manually Sweeping Selected Inputs
When performing a sweep, several inputs are easily searched using manual operation.
There are very few friendly signals that exist in some inputs, such as infrared, RF Loop, AC
VLF, and MDC. Rather than allowing the OSCOR to search these inputs, it is faster to
select these inputs in the Manual Sweep Mode, and manually tune to any signals for
verification.
NOTE: Be sure that no computer monitors are turned on when testing the RF Loop
antenna. The loop antenna will pick up and display several harmonic signals from a
video monitor. The Loop antenna may also pick up low frequency RF radiating from
fluorescent light ballast. You may need to try the Loop with the lights turned off using the
OSCOR backlit display.

Checking For Carrier Current Threats
Check every outlet for carrier currents using the AC VLF probe (the OSCOR power cord).
An extension cord is a useful tool for this procedure. Even within the same room,
electrical outlets may be on different circuits and may not transmit carrier current if the
building is large and the electrical circuits are transformer coupled. Each electrical outlet
should be taken apart for inspection. The OSCOR AC power cord can also be used to
test for carrier current signals on any pair of conductors less than 250 volts using the VLF
adapter probe in the OSCOR case. See page 9.
Before testing an unidentified pair of power conductors, a voltmeter should be used to
measure the voltage across the conductors. If this voltage exceeds 250 volts, do not test
with the OSCOR. If the voltage exceeds 120V, switch the OSCOR power switch to 230V
to provide extra protection against over-voltage.
To test miscellaneous conductors for Carrier Current:
1. Be sure the conductor voltage does not exceed 250V using a voltmeter.
2. Place the OSCOR in the Sweep Mode with the AC VLF input displayed.
3. Press SHIFT then EXPAND to ensure that the maximum frequency window is
displayed.
4. Visually inspect the display for signals. Tune to any signals of interest and evaluate
the signals for threat potential.
WARNING: Exposing the AC VLF probe to an excessive voltage
(more than 450 volts DC) may cause damage to the power circuit.
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Considerations For Automatic Operation
When searching for threats using the Automatic Mode, the OSCOR should be allowed to
operate for at least two passes. While the OSCOR is in the Automatic Mode, a physical
search of the area can be performed to increase sweep efficiency. Using the OSCOR in
this manner provides two important functions:
1. All signals will be stored in OSCOR memory and can be reviewed manually.
2. Any eavesdropping transmitters should be found during this initial sweep of the RF
spectrum.
NOTES:
The recommended inputs in automatic scanning for most environments in a
dedicated sweep are the WhipLo, WhipHi, and Discone. The Whip and Discone
antennas cover from 500 kHz to 3 GHz, which easily encompasses the majority of the
expected threats.
In order to use the OSCOR in a covert mode, the correlate method should either be
PASSIVE or VERIFY (see page 78 Correlate: Acoustic Correlator System (Automatic)).
The Passive Mode is completely covert, but since it relies only on the ambient sounds
in the environment it is necessary to use a sound source for good correlation. The
Verify method of correlation is a two-step process relying first on passive sound
pattern matching followed by a confirm ringer when a threat is detected in the passive
method.
When performing a dedicated sweep, it is important not to overlook any signals. The
search level should not be set to FASTSKIM. The MED HUNT level is recommended.
To ensure that all potential threats are identified, the threat level should be set to 3.
The threat level is set low to ensure that potential threats are not ignored.
The Autoplot List Mode should be activated to provide a hard copy of all potential
threats.
Unknown Suspicious Signals
Any signals that are not readily identified as friendly should be further examined by testing
for sub-carrier or video content as described on page 40 Tuning Sub-Carrier and page
65 Detecting Video Threats.
If a signal is still a mystery, try using the SPECT button (see page 52 Oscilloscope
Analysis (Audio Spectrum Analysis Screen)) to visually inspect the variations in the signal.
There are digital signals such as digital pagers, messaging systems, and satellite
communications that do not contain audio information. These signals will have a
characteristic digital sound that may sound either like noise or you may be able to hear
digital tones when listening in the Analyze Mode.
If a signal is encountered that cannot be identified using any of the methods described
above, you may want to consider moving the OSCOR to several different locations
throughout the building to see if the signal strength changes. Generating plots of the
signal in different locations is a useful way to compare signal strength.
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Also the OSCOR can be taken outside, 200 ft from the building, to investigate the signal
strength in the outside environment. If the signal is still strong, then the signal is common
to the environment and probably not an eavesdropping device. If a signal is unique to a
building, it is important to determine the signal origin. If the signal appears to be stronger
in one office, use the locator probe to locate the signal’s origin (see page 59 Locating RF
(500KHz to 3GHz).
Transmitter Harmonics
Most RF bugging devices are designed to transmit at a single, primary frequency also
called the fundamental frequency. However, due to size and cost constraints, most RF
bugging devices do not contain a sufficient amount of filtering and, therefore will radiate
at several harmonically related frequencies. These recurrent signals are typically at some
multiple of the fundamental frequency. For example, a bug that is radiating at 110 MHz
may also radiate at 220 MHz, 330 MHz, 440 MHz, or 550 MHz. The signal strength of
each successive harmonic signal will normally decrease with increased frequency and
eventually diminish completely. With the OSCOR scanning in the Automatic Mode, each
harmonic signal will be detected as a new threat. If the harmonic is stable and accurate,
OSCOR’s automatic software will calculate and label the presence of the harmonic (H1,
H2, etc.).
Some transmitting devices containing a lower frequency oscillator and multiplier generate
sub-harmonics at frequencies multiples of the internal oscillator not fundamental
frequency. For example, one wireless microphone on the commercial market that works
well as a bugging device has a fundamental frequency of 155 MHz, but also radiates at
165 MHz, 175 MHz, and 185 MHz.
Harmonic signals increase the probability of detecting a transmitter, because when the
OSCOR is scanning in the Automatic Mode, harmonics provide additional opportunities
to detect a single transmitter. If you have multiple threats detected, examine the
relationship between the frequencies to determine whether the additional signals are
harmonic or multiplier frequencies.
Unintentional Radiators
Many things that are not designed to be radiators can cause false readings. Most
unintentional radiators have very little range and are easy to identify by one of several
methods. Since unintentional radiators have little power, the radiated signal should be
very localized. The location of the radiator may be found using the locator probe. It is
also easy to turn off various pieces of equipment in the environment to determine if a
signal stops. Some examples of unintentional radiators, the expected signal, and their
likelihood are provided in Figure 67 Unintentional radiator table.
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NOTE: There are many intentional radiators such as: cordless phones, cellular phones,
baby monitors, any kind of advertised wireless systems (intercoms, walkie-talkies, remote
control devices, etc.). It is important to become familiar with the normal transmitters in
your environment to increase sweep efficiency.

Radiator
Fluorescent lights
Computer monitors
Computers

Radio Tuners,
Stereos

LED displays
Fluorescent or Gas
Displays
Wired Digital
Phones

Expected Unintentional Signal
Low frequency noise in the AC VLF, RF Loop and
possibly in the WhipLo.
Multiple strong harmonic signals appearing on the
RF Loop antenna input and possibly in the WhipLo.
Potential harmonic signal appearing on the RF Loop
antenna, WhipLo, and even the Whip High antenna.
These signals are typically due to the various clock
speeds in the computer system and may have a
digital sound.
Low strength signals in the same frequency band as
the radio. (FM-WhipHi, AM-WhipLo), and may
radiate at lower frequencies. Since radios contain a
tuned oscillator that is used to demodulate the
received signal, this internal oscillator may re-radiate
a similar signal at 455 kHz or 10.7 MHz above or
below the normal frequency.
Low frequency noise on the RF Loop from the
internal display system pulsing the LED.
Low frequency noise in the RF Loop and possibly in
the WhipLo.
Very weak signals in the RF Loop and WhipLo.
Digital phones may have a control system that
operates at several kilohertz or megahertz.

Probability
Moderate
High
Moderate

Moderate

Low
Low
Low

FIGURE 67 UNINTENTIONAL RADIATOR TABLE

WARNING: As previously stated in this manual, it is very important to understand that the
OSCOR automatic mode is NOT guaranteed to detect and log all types of transmitters. Further,
the OSCOR automatic mode will not log transmitters such as Spread Spectrum, Burst, and
Frequency hoppers. For detection and location of these types of threats it is important to use the
OSCOR in the manual mode, for more information see page 83 SECTION 5: DETECTING
SOPHISTICATED TRANSMITTERS. Furthermore, it is important to understand that conducting a
sweep is a layered approach. If you miss something with the OSCOR automatic mode, other
countermeasures (properly using the OSCOR manual modes, a thorough physical search, and or
using a Non-Linear Junction Detector such as the ORION) will increase your level of technical
security.
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THE PHYSICAL SEARCH
The best counter surveillance equipment will always be the human eye. While the
OSCOR is operating in the Automatic Mode, the best way to spend your time is
physically searching the environment for surveillance devices. The root of successful
counter surveillance is the physical search.
Necessary tools typically include:
Screwdrivers: complete set of Phillips and flathead
Digital multi-meter with a 40MegOhm or higher range
Pocketknife
Pliers
Wire strippers
Wire cutters
Ultraviolet pen and light (note 1)
Small flex-head flashlight
Flashlight
Inspection mirrors (dental mirror)
8-in. piano wire probe (note 2)
Small hand-held metal detector (note 3)
Wire tracer (note 4)
Extra extension cords/cables
Lightweight ladder
Jump suit for working in dirty areas
Contact microphone and amplifier to test for acoustic leakage
(recommend REI ALP-700)
Camera or video camera to record evidence
NOTE 1: An ultraviolet pen can be used to mark the screw positions for all electrical
outlets, computers, and telephones. During later inspections, an ultraviolet light can be
used to verify whether anyone has tampered with the electrical equipment.
NOTE 2: The 8-in. piano wire probe is a long piece of very thin metal that may be
inserted into furniture fabric to look for devices in cushions.
NOTE 3: A small, hand-held metal detector (small enough to fit in a briefcase) is used to
search drapes, hanging pictures, furniture pads, bookcases, and other items of décor.
NOTE 4: A wire tracer is a device with a transmitter connected to a pair of conductors
and a receiver used to trace the conductors. The most common model is called the “Fox
and Hound” wire tracer. This may be used to trace any suspected wires to discover its
function.
The physical search should include but does not have to be limited to:
Taking apart all electrical outlets to search for carrier current or RF
transmitters.
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Investigating all hollow objects, especially if AC powered, such as lamps,
clocks, and calculators.
Taking apart all phones and fax machines (if possible) to look for any
suspicious wiring or modifications.
Opening computer, printer, and fax machine cabinets to search for suspicious
wiring or circuitry.
Checking all window drapes carefully for devices hidden in seams (use metal
detector).
Searching through all drawers in desks or filing cabinets.
Checking all baseboards for suspicious wiring or tampering. Also check along
the carpet edge.
Searching behind all hanging pictures (use metal detector).
Searching behind all bookshelves, books, and bindings (use metal detector).
Identifying and verifying all wiring associated with computers, lamps, clocks,
radios, speakers, and telephones.
Removing any unused wiring that may present an opportunity to an
eavesdropper.
Looking above all ceiling tiles and identifying all wiring in the ceiling space.
Identifying all wiring under crawl spaces.
Checking the sound transfer through heating and cooling vents. Place a sound
source directly in front of each air vent in the target area. Listen to all the air
vents within a large area to determine potential acoustic leakage (use REI’s
ALP-700 or a similar device).
Checking that all intercom speakers function properly. Intercom speakers
make great microphones. It is relatively easy to disconnect an intercom
speaker to use it for listening purposes. Unless the intercom speakers are
continuously on (even with very low sound), they should be disconnected at the
speaker or removed.
After the OSCOR has completed at least one pass through every input, each signal that
exceeds the specified squelch level will be stored in the OSCOR memory. Reliability is
increased with multiple passes through each input. By using the data recall functions
described on page 42 Data Functions (STORE/RECALL), each of these signals can be
reviewed. As each signal is reviewed, the threat level of friendly signals should be
manually changed to “Friendly”.
It is recommended that you acquire information about the expected RF signals in your
local area. In the United States, this information is available from the FCC. FCC data is
provided on the REI web site at www.reiusa.net .
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MONITORING A MEETING IN PROGRESS
It is relatively easy for someone to carry an eavesdropping device into a meeting. Most
bugging devices on the market today can be turned on only when needed and easily
carried in a coat pocket, portfolio, or briefcase.
One of the unique features of the OSCOR is its ability to monitor a meeting in progress
from a remote location. The OSCOR works on the following principle: if the audio
information on a transmitted signal (IR, RF, or carrier current) is identical to the sounds in
the environment under test (referred to as the reference sound source) then an
eavesdropping transmitter is present. In normal operation, the OSCOR has a built-in
microphone that serves as the reference sound source. However, an external microphone
may be plugged into the unit for remote observation.
The OSCOR can be placed in a room adjacent to the target environment. A microphone
is placed in the target environment with an extension cable leading to the OSCOR--the
microphone extension may be run over the wall (in the case of drop ceiling), under the
door or even through the wall. The OSCOR will function as if it were located in the target
environment. During the meeting, the OSCOR can be locked in a closet, running in the
Automatic Mode printing and storing all threats for later review, or a security person may
use the OSCOR in Manual or Automatic Mode to watch for transmitters during the
meeting.
When monitoring a meeting in progress, you want to detect a threat very quickly. The
following suggestions should speed up the detection process.
The Automatic signal detection method should be set to either FASTSKIM or MED
HUNT. If someone is wearing a body bug, it will probably be relatively high power
in order to ensure that a strong signal is being received at the remote listening (or
recording) post. Setting the OSCOR at a higher squelch threshold level
(FASTSKIM or MED HUNT) will speed up the automatic search process.
All known signals should be stored in the memory as friendly signals by first
allowing the OSCOR to run in the Automatic Mode long enough to complete
sweeping all inputs. Manually, the user should review each signal using the recall
functions and tag all known signals as friendly (see page 98 Unknown Suspicious
Signals).
The Whip Hi and Discone should be the only input scanned while monitoring a
meeting in progress. This frequency band will cover most all body bugs and will
minimize the time spent scanning the entire set of inputs.
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TESTING TELEPHONES WITH OSCOR
The OSCOR’s primary function was not to be a telephone analyzer. However, it does
have some basic telephone analysis capabilities that are not present in most telephone
analyzers.

Testing for Hot Phones or Hook-Switch By-Pass Bugs
The Balanced Audio Coupler provides a balanced and isolated connection for testing
telephone, fax, or data lines, or unknown wiring or cables. This coupler and patch cord
are used with the OSCOR’s built-in audio amplifier to extract line audio. They can also
be used for direct correlator reference as used in testing for telecom “hot mikes,” hookswitch bypass, infinity bugs, and electronic triggers. Any suspicious wiring can also be
tested for microphones by monitoring through the system’s reference circuit and listening
to the headphones.
To use the OSCOR to test for audio content on any pair of conductors:
1. Connect the Balanced Audio Coupler (BAC-5000) to the audio patch cord.
2. Plug the other end of the audio patch cord into the EXT REF jack in the audio
panel.
3. Press the EXT button in the AUDIO panel.
4. Press the F1 button (labeled MONITOR/RECEIVER) until the display label reads
MONITOR/REFERENCE.
5. Connect the alligator clips on the Balanced Audio Coupler (BAC-5000) to the
desired pair of conductors.
NOTE: For phone lines, all combinations of the conductors should be tested. REI

provides a coupling device (Modular Phone Adapter) that provides access to all
lines in modular phone connectors that contain 2 to 8 conductors.
6. Adjust the volume control on the OSCOR unit.

With the phone on the hook, there should be no audio on the conductors at all, unless
the phone system is digital. In this case, the phone may have digital signals that will
sound very much like noise on the line. You can unplug the phone from the wall outlet to
verify that digital sound disappears when the phone is unplugged. With the phone
plugged back into the wall and on the hook, tap lightly on the phone with a pencil. If
any audio content is heard, this implies that the phone contains a hook-switch bypass,
hot-speaker (for speakerphones), hot-earpiece, or hot-mike (hot means that the device is
active when the phone is hung up) within the phone. There are some types of phones that
are active even with the phone hung up (many speakerphone models have this problem).
This type of phone is a natural threat and should be replaced.
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SECTION 6: CONDUCTING A SWEEP
With the phone off the hook and the audio coupler connected to the tip and ring
conductors, you should hear the dial tone and any audio from the telephone
mouthpiece. (For analog or hybrid systems -- a hybrid system uses analog for the normal
tip and ring signals, but power and digital controls on the remaining 2 to 6 conductors.)

Testing the Telephone Lines for Carrier Current
Using the AC VLF cord (the power cord) and the VLF probe attachment, the telephone
lines can be tested for carrier current transmitters. All conductor combinations should be
tested using a procedure outlined on page 97 Checking For Carrier Current Threats. All
phone lines in the target environment should be tested.
To test telephone lines for carrier current:
1. Connect the VLF adapter (see page 9) to the AC power cord.
2. Connect the blue Modular Phone Adapter in line with the telephone.
3. Select the AC VLF input with the OSCOR the Sweep Mode.
4. Tune to each signal that occurs and analyze it for threat potential.
5. Test each combination of conductors for carrier current signals.

Testing Telephones for RF Transmitters
There are types of RF transmitting telephone bugs that are only activated when the
telephone is off the hook. Therefore, it is necessary to test the telephone for this type of
RF transmitter when the phone is both on and off the hook.
To test the telephone for an RF transmitter:
1. Place the telephone very near the OSCOR unit; it also works well to wrap the
telephone cord that connects the handset and the base unit around the OSCOR
whip antenna.
2. Put the OSCOR in the Sweep Mode (see page 27 Sweep Mode (Spectrum
Analyzer Functions)).
3. Compare the Frequency Spectrum with the phone in the off-hook position to the
Frequency Spectrum in the on-hook position. It may be useful to generate plots of
these two configurations and compare the plots or utilize the OSCOR Friendly
and Peak Display modes.
4. Any signal that appears only in the off-hook position should be further analyzed
using the Analyze Mode.
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SECTION 7: SUMMARY OF OSCOR SPECIFICATIONS

SECTION 7: SUMMARY OF OSCOR
SPECIFICATIONS
RF System:

Audio System:

Control System:

Power System:

RF Receiver Type: Quad Conversion Super
Heterodyne with 3 phase locked loop
synthesizers
RF Frequency Coverage: 10kHz-3GHz
Tuning Resolution: 100Hz
Sensitivity: 0.8µV typical with 15kHz
Bandwidth (+15dBm MAX)
Demodulators: AM, FM Wide, FM Narrow.
FM SC, SSB/CW
IF Bandwidth: 250kHz, 15kHz, 6kHz
Attenuators: 0, -20dB at active whip,
Discone, and VLF-MF input
Dynamic Range: 90dB
Sub-carrier Tuning Range: 15kHz-250kHz
Antenna Types: Balanced Loop 10kHz500kHz (35-45kHz Narrow)
Active Whip: 500kHz-1500MHz
Discone: 1500MHz-3000MHz
Infrared Detector: 10kHz-5MHz, 8501070nM
AC Carrier Current: 10kHz-5MHz
(Balanced Across Power Line)

Frequency Response: 50Hz-15kHz
Voiceband Filter: 300Hz-3000Hz 18dB/Octave
AGC Dynamic Range: 60dB
Output Power: 3W @ 4Ω
Headphone Output: 0-2V rms @ 220Ω
Record Output: 50mV rms (with AGC) @
500Ω
Remote contact: Normally Open (200mA
32V MAX)
Balanced Auxiliary Input: 0.5V rms Nominal
@ 600Ω
Reference Audio Input: 1mV - 1V rms @
3.9KΩ
Sonic Correlator: 50Hz - 15kHz (Frequency
Independent)
Audio Alarm: 3 Level Programmable Two
Tone Ringer
Squelch: Automatic digital or manual
control over full display range
Headphones: Low acoustic leakage, 16Ω
output limited to 105dBA

8/16 Bit Microcontroller
512K Static RAM Memory
Optical Encoder: 128 Pulse/Rev with
variable count ratio
Program Key: 64K Byte ROM
Display: 128 x 256 Segment Graphics
Supertwist LCD
Printer: 192 Dot Per Line Graphics on 2"
wide thermal paper

AC Input: 105-130/210-260VAC, 5060Hz, 24W
External DC Input: 12-l8VDC, 1A max
Internal Battery: 12V 2.9Ah 3-hour
operation per charge typical

Mechanical:
Size (HxWxD): 6.25 x 18.5 x 14.5 in (47 x
36.8 x 15.9 cm)
Weight: 28 lb. (12.7kg)
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INDEX

INDEX
A
Correlator
Automatic, 78
Manual, 53
Correlator Mode
Active, 79
LD FRND, 94
Passive, 79
Verify, 79
Cursor, 41

AC VLF, 5
Acoustic Correlator (Automatic), 78
AFT, 41
AM, 40
Analyze Mode, 38
Auto Fine Tune, 41
Demodulators, 40
Harmonic Frequency Analysis, 42
Plots, 55
Screen Refresh, 39
Snuggle Bug Analysis, 42
SubCarrier, 40
Attenuator
Audio, 50
RF, 32
Audio
Attenuator, 50
Filter, 50
Patch Cord, 8
Spectrum Analysis, 52
Audio Tape Recorder, 8
Auto Fine Tune, 41
Automatic Mode, 69, 98
1 Memory and Data Management, 71
2 Setup Inputs, 72
3 Load Friendly, 80
4 START AUTO, 81
Correlate, 78
Outputs, 76
Auto-Plotting, 77
Auto-Record, 77

D
Data Functions, 43
Database, 43
Database Listing, 55
Date, 14
DC Power, 7
Deep Dig, 74
Demodulation, 27
Difference Spectrum Display, 36
Direct Frequency Input, 32
Discone, 5
Display Freeze, 56
Display Mode, 77
Double Demodulation, 40
DOWN, 32

E
EXT Button, 49
EXT REF, 49

B

F

Backlight Display, 12
Bandwidths, 29
Battery, 7
body bug, 92, 103
Burst Bugs, 34
Burst Transmitter, 83, 88
Burst Transmitters, 84

False Alarms, 99
Fastskim, 74
Filter (Audio), 50
FM, 40
Freeze Screen, 56
Frequency
Display, 30
Hopping, 83, 89
Ranges, 29, 72, 74
Frequency Analysis, 42
Frequency Expansion
see MDC-2100, 10
Frequency Hopping, 34, 84
Frequency Span Storage, 46
Friendly, 94
Friendly RF Spectrum, 34

C
Carrier Current, 5, 97
Charging, 7
Conducting a sweep, 91
Confirm, 54
CORR, 53
Correlate
Plots, 55
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INDEX

H

P

Harmonic Frequency Analysis, 42
Harmonics, 99
Headphones, 8, 50

Paper Installation, 56
Parabolic Reflector, 62
Peak Spectrum Display, 34
Phone Coupler, 8
Physical Search, 101
Pre-Loading Friendly Signals, 94
Program key, 7
Programming the Auto Mode, 69

I
IF Output, 3, 10
IMAGE button, 65, 66
Infrared, 60, 96
Infrared Parabolic Reflector, 61
Inputs, 29
Integration Spectrum Display, 36

R
Ranging, 61
RECALL, 44, 46
Reference Audio, 48
Refresh, 39
Reset Button, 13
RF Attenuator, 32
RF Extension Cord, 8

K
Keypad, 32

L

S

LD FRND, 94
Load Friendly, 80
Locating the Threat
Infrared, 60
RF, 59
Tape Recorders, 58
Triangulation, 61
Video, 65
Locator Probe, 8, 59

Screen Active, 77
SEEK/LIMITS, 32, 41
Setup Inputs, 72
SHIFT Functions, 56
Signal
Deleting, 46
Deleting, 45
Friendly, 94
Listing, 55
Plots, 55
Storage, 43
Threat level, 45
Signal Review, 71
Signal Threshold, 50
Signals
Spurious Signal Clean up, 46
Snuggle Bug, 31, 36
Snuggle Bug Analysis, 42
Sophisticated Transmitters, 83
Span Listing, 55
Span Off, 74
Speaker Monitoring Control, 49
SPECT, 52
Spectrum Analyzer, 27
Spread Spectrum, 34, 84, 87
Spurious Signal Clean up, 46
Squelch, 50
Squelch Level for automatic operation, 75
Start Auto Mode, 81
STORE, 44, 46
Subcarrier, 40
Suspicious, 98
Sweep Mode, 27
Sweep Span Editing, 47
Sweep Span Listing, 55
Sweep Span Storage, 46

M
MDC-2100, 10
MDC-900, 10
Med Hunt, 74
MIC-5000 Miniature Microphone, 8
Microphone, 8
Microwave Downconverter, 10
MiniPlug Extension Cable, 8
Modular Phone Adaptor, 8
Modulation, 27
Monitoring a Meeting, 103

N
No Correlation, 94

O
OIF-5000 OSCOR Intermediate Frequency Output
(10.7 MHz), 3, 10
Oscilloscope, 52
OSCOR Video Patch Cord, 8
OTL-5000, 61
OTL-5000 OSCOR Triangulate and Locate, 8
Outputs, 76
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INDEX
Signal Storage, 43
type, 92
Threat Signals, 102
Time Clock, 14
Tone Ringer System, 51
Trace Review, 71
Triangulate and Locate Option, 8, 61

SWEEP/ANALYZE, 28, 38
Sweeps, 91
Conducting, 91
Environment, 92
Planning, 91
Scheduling, 92
Securing the Area, 95
Sound Source, 95

U

T

Units, 14
UP, 32

Tape Recorder, 8
Controls, 57
Detection, 58
Telephone
Adaptor, 8
Coupler, 8
Telephone Testing, 104
Carrier Current, 105
Hook-Switch By-Pass, 104
Hot Phones, 104
Threat
Level, 53
Locating, 58

V
Video
Identifying, 65
Locating, 65
Separate Monitor, 65
Video Recording, 8
VLF Adapter, 8
Volume for Tone Ringer, 51
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OSCOR QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE

OSCOR QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
SHIFT FUNCTIONS
SHIFT, TONE
SHIFT, TAPE
SHIFT, FEED
SHIFT, PLOT
SHIFT, FILTER
SHIFT, EXT
SHIFT SEEK
SHIFT, EXPAND
SHIFT, NARROW
SHIFT, UP
SHIFT, DOWN
SHIFT, 000
SHIFT, 002
SHIFT, 003
SHIFT, 004
SHIFT, 006
SHIFT, 007
SHIFT, 008
SHIFT, 009
SHIFT, 024
SHIFT, 100
SHIFT, 101

Silence Confirmation Tone.
Set Tape Remote Out Off.
Reverse Feed Plotter Paper.
Print Short Test Plot.
Mute Speaker, Filter to Un-mute.
Reset Audio to Defaults.
Auto Fine Tune /ANALYZE
Displays the maximum available Frequency Span
Displays the minimum available Frequency Span
Shifts the Frequency display up a half Screen.
Shifts the Frequency display down a half Screen.
Display Battery Voltage on Analyze.
Display Database Status.
Freeze Display.
Secure Locks opened by password.
Toggle 12/24-Hour Clock mode.
Set Start-up Input to current input.
Set Squelch Delay Time.
Manual Mode Display Privacy
2.4GHz Video Shortcut
Reset AutoMode spans & Settings
Limited OPC-5000 Demonstration Mode
FIGURE 68 SHIFT FUNCTIONS
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